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Abstrat:A new modi�ation of (semi)top-down parsing alled kind parsing is pre-sented in this work. Kind parsers with lookahead k, k � 1, work for a allsof kind grammars denoted K(k). These grammars are proper superlasses ofSLL(k) grammars and proper sublasses of LR(k) grammmars for the samek. Moreover K(k) grammars generate LL(k) languages. Parsing based onkind grammars (kind parsing) is a parsing tehnique very lose to top-downparsing; it an be viewe as an almost LL(k) parser able to parse some lan-guages generated by grammars with spei� left reursive rules. Kind parsershave many preferable properties of LL(k) parsers. Kind parsing works fora hierarhy of grammar lasses that are stritly between SLL(k) and LR(k)and generates LL(k) languages. Kind parsing is probably the �rst top-downparsing tehnique (or very lose to top-down parsing) that is able to handlee�etively left reursive produtions. Kind parsers an be very easily ex-tended (even in parse-time) or modi�ed by hand (in the ase of persistentparsers). This parsing tehnique has many software engineering advantages:it is easy to learn, the parsers are easy to read and to modify manually. Man-ual modi�ation/optimization is usually neessary for parsers of ommerialquality, semanti ations an be alled almost everywhere inside phrases.Parsers an be on-line extensible. This property is important if it is requirede.g. to produe XML douments from plain texts.Keywords: Parse-time extensible parsing, parser generator, kind grammars,ompiler-ompiler, automata with orales.
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Chapter 1IntrodutionThis work desribes new lasses of deterministi ontext-free grammars andparsers1 in two di�erent views: the �rst view is the usual formal view andthe seond view is loser to the author's mind ow { it desribes how someonstrutions were developed and also desribes some ideas and priniples.It is possible to look only at the `formal' hapters but we hope that usingboth views together an present the idea better.1.1 MotivationRun-time extensibility and adaptability of tools are more and more popular.Examples are e.g. TEX, SGML, XML, appliation plugins, programmableappliations.It is not only fashion, in many ases it is a neessity. For example, hugeinformation systems annot be implemented without software onfederationarhiteture [K�Z00, K�Z03b℄. This arhiteture expets that servies are in-teronneted by on�gurable omponents alled front-end gates.This doument was written using LATEX, one of the maro pakets (exten-sions) for TEX system written by D. Knuth. This system is based on maro1There are several meanings for parser and parsing: The most restritive is aeptor thatonly determines whether an input string belongs to given language or not. For linguistisit an be useful to understand parser as a tool produing for given input (sentene) setof trees representing the sentene. For pratial purposes there are built parsers thatmoreover produe some output (therefore an be also alled transduers) that allow toreonstrut the original string, respetive parsing proess. Suh output generating parsersan be further divided into three ategories: the �rst ones produe syntax tree of the inputstring, the seond ones produe sequenes of messages or proedure alls alled semantiations, the third ones produe message(s) in an output language. Sometimes only thethird type of transduers is mentioned as real transduers. If not spei�ed otherwise, wewill understand under the term `parser' all the above mentioned variants of parsers.3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4proessing, whih is one of the tehniques usable for extending abilities ofappliations (and enrihing languages aepted by them).There have existed extensible languages and tools for a long time. Mostpopular are probably SGML [ISO86℄ and newly XML [W3 99a℄. They usesome �xed onstruts (tags) to struture the text and make the parsing easier(almost unneessary).Extensibility in programming languages follows several di�erent paths(and uses di�erent tehniques):1. identi�ers for variables and subroutines (in all programming languages),2. maros (e.g. in maroassemblers, TEX),3. overloading of operators (C++, . . . ),4. (semanti) hooks (most extensible languages), and5. extensible syntax (to be disussed here).These tehniques may be (and often are) ombined.The idea of an extensible language/parser is not new { an example ofa maro-based extensible (programming) language was proposed by Leaven-worth [Lea66℄ reprinted e.g. in [AU72℄.Our onsiderations develop the idea of Demner [Dem90℄ who proposed tohandle built-in and user de�ned (new) data types in the same way. The givenpriniple was extended by the author from data types to whole onstruts.A prototype of suh parser (part of a ompiler) is in [�Zem94℄. The typialappliation of the ompiler is shown in Ex. 1.1.Example 1.1 (Run-time extended soure ode):program powering;funtion power(base,exponent);var result;beginresult:=1;while exponent>0 doresult:=result*base; exponent:=exponent-1end;power:=resultend;terminal 'doublestar','**';rule 'power:<F>::=<f>(doublestar)<F>';



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5instane of 'power' is power;var base, exponent;beginwrite 'Enter base and exponent: ';read base; read exponent;write 'Power is '; write base**exponentend. Explanation of less usual onstrutsCommand Desriptionterminal name, shape Delares new terminal symbol or new shape foran existing one. The parameter name is used tospeify a terminal (already existing in the gram-mar or a new one), and shape is the string usedin a parsed text. More di�erent shapes may bede�ned just by more terminal delarations withthe same name and di�erent shapes.rule prodution Adds new syntati prodution to the grammar.instane of semantiation is subroutine Assigns semantis to given syntati onstru-tion. The �rst parameter refers to produtionname (label in the front of a prodution) andthe seond should be a proedure/funtion iden-ti�er.We expet `f' and `F' to be nonterminals. (They belong, together with`E' and 'T', to the ones that de�ne arithmeti expressions. They are orderedE, T, F, and f.)The meaning of the prodution is: rewrite the nonterminal F by the non-terminal f followed by a terminal doublestar ("**") and by the nonterminalF. The semanti ation power should be applied on redution of the produ-tion. The parenthesis '(' and ')' delimit terminal having no semanti value,'{' and '}' delimit a nonterminal having a semanti value. The knowledgeon semanti values is used to hek parameters of a subroutine (proedureor funtion) assigned to the semanti ation (prodution).Other example of grammar extension is shown in Ex. 1.2, exat desrip-tion is available in [�Zem94℄. 2The ompiler from [�Zem94℄ is able to handle only extended 1-kind gram-mars having semanti ations only at the end of produtions. There is a newversion under development with the ability to handle more omplex gram-mars { with longer lookahead, with semanti ations plaed quite everywhere



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6within produtions (the only exeption is the beginning of left reursive pro-dutions { this restrition is respeted in all other ompilers), with outputterminal symbols and with an ability to generate soure ode of a parser forthe atual language.Parser generator for LL(1) languages was already released as [�Zem02a℄.The new system does not inlude bak-end (ode generation) as it ispossible to add it in a standard way.Example 1.2 (New loop delaration):The following program onstrution:LOOPommandsON ondition EXIT;ommandsENDLOOP;is syntatially delared in following lines:terminal 'loop-kwd','loop';terminal 'endloop-kwd','endloop';terminal 'on-kwd','on';terminal 'exit-kwd','exit';rule '[loop1℄::=loop1:(loop-kwd)';rule '[loop2℄::=loop2:[loop1℄[mds℄(on-kwd)<ond>(exit-kwd)';rule '[md℄::=loop3:[loop2℄[mds℄(endloop-kwd)';whereterminal 'loop-kwd','loop';terminal keyword name, keyword shape;delares new terminal with given name and shape, andrule prodution;introdues new prodution.In newer versions of the ompiler it will be possible to write the produtionas one whole with several semanti ations in it2.2This feature is already supported by parser/transduer generator KindCons [�Zem02a℄and by transduing interpreter KindTran [�Zem02b℄.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 7Suh program onstrutions annot be omposed from usual ones butmay be important for the appliation. There is a whole hierarhy of moreand more omplex loops that annot be simply onstruted just using IFand WHILE onstruts. They are programmed using onditions, labels andGOTOs. 2Programs in extensible programming systems are omposed from twoparts: one part handles metalevel and one part the appliation and dataspei� level.Examples of the metalevel are maro spei�ations or prodution or ter-minal spei�ations in our short examples.1.2 Struture of the doumentThe Thesis is divided into several hapters. Some of them are direted loserto the theory (Chap. 2 reminds notation and some known de�nitions, Chap. 5deals with kind grammars, Chap. 7 introdues orale and lookahead push-down automata { modi�ations of usual pushdown automata that are loserto the programming reality, Chap. 6 plaes kind grammars and kind parsersinto usual hierarhies, and Chap. 8 desribe some implementations of kindparsers). Other hapters are meant as a less formal guide through the basiideas of kind parsing (Chap. 3 builds up the basi data strutures and showsits use for parsing or generation of text, and Chap. 4 shows the extensionand modi�ation abilities of the struture and presents parser types derivedfrom the kind ones), or as a onnetion to the real world (motivation is givenin Chap. 1, Chap. 10 is dediated to kind onstrutor that gives opportu-nity to use advantages of stati { non extensive { version of kind parsing,Chap. 11 presents kind transduer, and Chap. 12 gives a look at possible ap-pliations of introdued tehnique). Related results are olleted in Chap. 13and onlusion is in Chap. 14.In order to enhane the legibility of this work we inluded Chap. 2 on-taining the de�nitions and results from various soures used here in thiswork.



Chapter 2Notation and Known ResultsFor the sake of legibility of this work this hapter ollets known de�nitions,theorems, lemmas, et. from various soures used in the rest of this work.The reader an skip this hapter and use it like a ditionary during thereading of the rest of this thesis.Every time when some soure has been used, it is ited and possibleformal modi�ations (e.g. notation hanges introdued to synhronize it) arementioned.Terminology and notation used in this work is usually inspired by theones from [AU72, Chy84℄. Some basi notation and de�nitions known fromthe literature are repeated here to minimize reader's searhing for additionalresoures.a, b, , . . . alphabet symbolsA, B, C, . . . sets, nonterminal symbols. . .X, Y , Z grammar symbols (both terminal i nonterminal ones)�, �, , . . . grammar symbol strings. . .x, y, z terminal symbol strings" empty stringx 2M (an item) x is an element of (a set) MA � B (a set) A is a subset of (a set) BA [B union of (sets) A and BA \B intersetion of (sets) A and B; empty set2A power set of A (the set of all subsets of A)Table 2.1: NotationDe�nition 2.1 (String): 8



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 9(Taken from [AU72℄ pages 15{16; slightly modi�ed.)We formally de�ne strings over an alphabet � in the following manner:1. " is a string over �.2. If x is a string over � and a is in �, then xa is a string over �.3. y is a string over � if and only if its being so follows from 1. and 2.If x and y are strings over �, then the string xy is alled the onatenationof x and y. In some ases it an be also written as x � y. If M and N are setof strings over �, onatenation an be extended to the set of strings:M � v =df fuvju 2Mg,u �M =df fuvjv 2 Mg, andM �N =df fuvju 2M; v 2 Ng.Let x, y, and z be arbitrary strings over some alphabet �. We all x apre�x of the string xy and y a suÆx of xy. y is a substring of xyz. Botha pre�x and suÆx of a string x are substrings of x. Notie that the emptystring is a substring, a pre�x, and a suÆx of every string.If x 6= y, x 6= " and the string x is a pre�x (suÆx) of some string y, thenx is alled proper pre�x (suÆx) of y.The length of a string is a number of symbols in the string. That is, ifx = a1 : : : an, where eah ai is a symbol, then the length of x is n.De�nition 2.2 (Iterations):For every nonempty alphabet � and a 2 � we de�ne:a0 as empty string (");a1 as a;an; n � 2 as aan�1;a+ as S1i=1fang;a� as S1i=0fang.Similarly �0 = f"g, �1 = �, �n = � � �n�1, 8n � 2; �+ = S1i=1�n, and�� = S1i=0�n.De�nition 2.3 (Grammar):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 85.)A grammar is a 4-tuple G = (N;�; P; S) where



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 101. N is a �nite set of nonterminal symbols (sometimes alled variables orsyntati ategories).2. � is a �nite set of terminal symbols, disjoint from N.3. P is a �nite subset of(N [ �)�N(N [ �)� � (N [ �)�An element (�; �) in P will be written �! � and alled a prodution.4. S is a distinguished symbol in N alled the sentene (or start) symbol.De�nition 2.4 (Sentential form):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 86; modi�ed.)We de�ne a speial kind of string alled sentential form of a grammarG = (N;�; P; S) reursively as follows:� S is a sentential form.� If �� is a sentential form and � ! Æ is in P , then �Æ is also asentential form (�; ; Æ 2 (N[�)�, � 2 (N[�)�N(N[�)�).A sentential form of G ontaining no nonterminal symbols is alled asentene (or word) generated by G.De�nition 2.5 (Language generated by a grammar):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 86.)The language generated by a grammar G denoted L(G), is the set of allsentenes generated by G.De�nition 2.6 (Taken from [AU72℄ page 86; slightly modi�ed):Let G = (N;�; P; S) be a grammar. We de�ne a relation)G (to be readas diretly derives) on (N[�)� as follows: If �� is a string in (N[�)� and� ! Æ is a prodution in P , then �� )G �Æ.We shall use )+G (to be read derives in a nontrivial way) to denote thetransitive losure of )G, and )�G (to be read derives) to denote reexiveand transitive losure of)G. Whenever it is lear that G is understood, thesubsript an be removed and we an write ), )+, and )�.Obviously x is a sentential form i� S )� x.We shall also use the notation )k to denote the k-fold produt of therelation ). That is to say, � )k � if there is a sequene �0; �1; : : : ; �k



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 11of k + 1 strings (not neessarily distint) suh that � = �0, �i�1 ) �i for1 � i � k and �k = �. This sequene of strings is alled a derivation oflength k of � from � in G. Thus, L(G) = fwjw 2 �� and S )� wg. Alsonotie that �)� � if and only if �)i � for some i � 0, and �)+ � if andonly if �)i � for some i � 1.De�nition 2.7 (Context-free grammar):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 91.)A grammar G is said to be ontext free (CFG) if eah prodution in P isof the form A! �, where A 2 N and � 2 (N [ �)�.De�nition 2.8 (Taken from [AU72℄ page 143):If there is always expanded the leftmost (rightmost) nonterminal in all thederivations in a suession of derivations, suh derivation is alled leftmost(rightmost).If S = �0; �1; : : : ; �n is a leftmost derivation in grammar G, then weshall write S )�G lm �n (or S )�lm �n if G is lear) to indiate the leftmostderivation. We all �n a left sentential form. Likewise, if S = �0; �1; : : : ; �nis a rightmost derivation, we shall write S )�rm �n, and all �n a rightsentential form. We use )lm and )rm to indiate single-step leftmost andrightmost derivations.De�nition 2.9 (Useless symbol):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 144.)We say that a symbol X 2 N [ � is useless in a CFG G = (N;�; P; S) ifthere does not exist a derivation of the form S )� wXy)� wxy. Note thatw, x, and y are in ��.De�nition 2.10 (Inaessible symbol):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 145.)We say that a symbol X 2 N[� is inaessible in a CFG G = (N;�; P; S)if X does not appear in any sentential form.De�nition 2.11 (Redued grammar):(Taken from [WM95℄ page 273; synhronized terminology.)A CFG G is said to be redued if it ontains neither inaessible noruseless nonterminals.De�nition 2.12 ("-free grammar):(Taken from [AU72℄ pages 147{148.)We say that a CFG G = (N;�; P; S) is "-free if either



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 121. P has no "-produtions, or2. There is exatly one "-prodution S ! " and S does not appear on theright side of any prodution in P .De�nition 2.13 (Taken from [AU72℄ page 150):A CFG G = (N;�; P; S) is said to be yle-free if there is no derivationof the form A!+ A for any A in N.G is said to be proper if it is yle-free, is "-free, and has no uselesssymbols.De�nition 2.14 (A-prodution):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 150.)An A-prodution in a CFG is a prodution of the form A ! � for some�.De�nition 2.15 (Taken from [AU72℄ page 153):A nonterminal A in CFG G = (N;�; P; S) is said to be reursive if A)+�A� for some � and �. If � = ", then A is said to be left-reursive. Similarly,if � = ", then A is right-reursive. A grammar with at least one left- (right-)reursive nonterminal is said to be left- (right-) reursive.De�nition 2.16 (Nondeterministi �nite automaton):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 113.)A nondeterministi �nite automaton is a 5-tuple M = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ),where1. Q is a �nite set of states,2. � is a �nite set of permissible input symbols,3. Æ is a mapping Q � � ! 2Q whih ditates the behavior of the �nitestate ontrol; Æ is sometimes alled state transition funtion,4. q0 2 Q is the initial state of the �nal state ontrol, and5. F � Q is the set of �nal states.De�nition 2.17 (Taken from [AU72℄ pages 113{114, slightly modi�ed):If M = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) is a �nite automaton, then a pair (q; w) in Q���is a on�guration ofM . A on�guration of the form (q0; w) is alled an initialon�guration, and one of the form (q; ") where q is in F , is alled a �nal (oraepting) on�guration.



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 13A move byM is represented by a binary relation j��M (or j�� , whereMis understood) on on�gurations. If Æ(q; a) ontains q0, then (q; aw) j�� (q0; w)for all w 2 ��.We de�ne j+�� and j ��� as transitive and reexive-transitive losure ofj�� .We shall say that an input string w is aepted by M if (q0; w) j ��� (q; ")for some q in F . The language de�ned by M , denoted L(M), is the set ofinput strings aepted by M , that is,fwjw 2 �� and (q0; w) j ��� (q; ") for some q 2 Fg:De�nition 2.18 (Deterministi �nite automaton):(Taken from [AU72℄ pages 116{117.)Let M = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) be a nondeterministi �nite automaton. We saythat M is deterministi if Æ(q; a) has no more than one member for anyq 2 Q and a 2 �. If Æ(q; a) always has exatly one member, we say that Mis ompletely spei�ed.De�nition 2.19 (Aessible and inaessible state):(Taken from [Med00℄ page 156, synhronized notation.)LetM = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) be a �nite automaton. A state q 2 Q is aessibleif there exists a word w in �� suh that sw j ��� q; otherwise, q is inaessible.De�nition 2.20 (Terminating state):(Taken from [Med00℄ page 161, synhronized notation.)Let M = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) be a deterministi �nite automaton. A stateq 2 Q is terminating if there exists a word w 2 �� suh that (q; w) j ��� (f; ")for some f 2 F ; otherwise, q is nonterminating.De�nition 2.21 (Well-spei�ed �nite automaton):(Taken from [Med00℄ page 165, synhronized notation, orreted.)Let M = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) be a deterministi �nite automaton satisfyingthese two properties:1. M has no inaessible state;2. M has no more than one nonterminating state.Then, M is a well-spei�ed �nite automaton.



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 14De�nition 2.22 (Distinguishable state):(Taken from [Med00℄ page 171, synhronized notation.)Let M = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) be a well-spei�ed �nite automaton, and letp; q 2 Q suh that p 6= q. If there exists a word w 2 ��, so thatpw j ��� p0 and qw j ��� q0where p0; q0 2 Q and jfp0; q0g \ F j = 1, then w distinguishes p from q; at thispoint, p and q are distinguishable. If there exists no word that distinguishesp from q, p and q are indistinguishable.De�nition 2.23 (Minimum-state �nite automaton):(Taken from [Med00℄ page 172.)Let M be a well-spei�ed �nite automaton. Let Mmin be a well-spei�ed�nite automaton satisfying these two properties:1. Mmin ontains only distinguishable states;2. L(M) = L(Mmin).Then, Mmin is a minimum-state �nite automaton equivalent to M .De�nition 2.24 (First):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 300.)For a CFG G = (N;�; P; S),FirstkG(�) = fx j�)�lm x� ^ jxj = k _ �)� x ^ jxj < kgIf it is lear what grammar is mentioned, the index representing grammaran be omitted (and then we an write Firstk(�)). We often omit k if k = 1.Note 2.25 Let us apply the operator to arbitrary string:Firstk(a1 : : : al) = ( a1 : : : al l < ka1 : : : ak l � kFor k = 1 the index 1 an be omitted.De�nition 2.26 (Follow):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 343.)Let G = (N;�; P; S) be a CFG. We de�ne FollowkG(�), where k is aninteger and � is in (N [�)�, to be set fw j S )� �� and w is in FirstkG()g.We shall omit k and G whenever they are understood.



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 15De�nition 2.27 (LL(k) grammar):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 336.)Let G = (N;�; P; S) be a CFG. We say that G is LL(k), for some �xedinteger k, if whenever there are two leftmost derivations1. S )�lm wA�)lm w��)�lm wx and2. S )�lm wA�)lm w�)�lm wysuh that Firstk(x) = Firstk(y), it follows that � = .De�nition 2.28 (Strong LL(k) grammar):(Taken from [AU72℄ pages 343{344.)Let G = (N;�; P; S) be a CFG suh that it holds: If A! � and A! are distint A-produtions, thenFirstk(� Followk(A)) \ Firstk( Followk(A)) = ;:Suh grammar is alled strong LL(k) grammar.Strong LL(k) grammars are often alled SLL(k) grammars.Note 2.29 As stated e.g. in [SSS90℄, every LL(1) grammar is a strong LL(1)grammar (Lemma 8.39, page 232) and for k > 1 there are LL(k) grammarsthat are not strong LL(k) grammars (Theorem 8.41, page 233).De�nition 2.30 (Pushdown mahine):(Taken from [ABB97℄ pages 138{139; synhronized notation.)A pushdown mahine (PDM) is a quadruple M = (Q;�;�; Æ) whereQ is a �nite nonempty set of states,� is a �nite nonempty set of input symbols alled input alphabet,� is a �nite nonempty set of stak symbols alled stak alphabet, andÆ is a �nite subset of Q� (� [ f"g)� ��Q� �� alled transition funtionor the set of transition rules.Any element (q; a; Z; q0; �) 2 Æ is alled a rule, and if a = ", it is alled an"-rule. The �rst three omponents of a rule an be viewed as a preonditionand the last two omponents as a postondition of the rule. To emphasizeit, we an write (q; a; Z)! (q0; �) 2 Æ instead of (q; a; Z; q0; �) 2 Æ.



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 16De�nition 2.31 (Internal on�guration, on�guration):(Taken from [ABB97℄ page 139; synhronized notation.)Let M = (Q;�;�; Æ) be a PDM.An internal on�guration of M is a ouple (q; �) 2 Q � ��, where q isthe urrent state, and � is the string over �� omposed of the symbols in thestak, the �rst letter of � being the top-most symbol of the stak.A on�guration of M is a triple (q; u; �) 2 Q � �� � ��, where u is theinput word to be read, and (q; �) is an internal on�guration.De�nition 2.32 (Transition relation, transition, omputation):(Taken from [ABB97℄ page 139; synhronized notation, slightly modi�ed.)Let M = (Q;�;�; Æ) be a PDM.The transition relation is a relation over on�gurations de�ned in the fol-lowing way: let (q; a; Z; q0; �) 2 Æ and let  = (q; au; Z�) and 0 = (q0; u; ��)be two on�gurations where a is in �[f"g, u is in ��, q and q0 are in Q, Z isin � and � and � are in ��. We say then that there is a transition between and 0, and we write  j�� 0. If a = ", the transition is alled an "-transition,and if a 2 �, the transition is said to involve the reading of a letter.A valid omputation is an element of the reexive and transitive losureof the transition relation. We denote a valid omputation starting from  andleading to 0 by  j ��� 0. A onvenient notation is to introdue, for any wordx 2 �� the relation on internal on�guration, denoted j x== and de�ned by:(q; �) j x== (q0; �0)() 9z 2 �� : (q; xz; �) j ��� (q0; z; �0):We learly have j x== Æ j y== = jxy== .De�nition 2.33 (Aessible (internal) on�guration):(Taken from [ABB97℄ page 139; synhronized notation, extended.)LetM = (Q;�;�; Æ) be a PDM. An internal on�guration (q0; �0) is aes-sible from an internal on�guration (q; �) in M, or equivalently, (q; �) is o-aessible from (q0; �0) inM if there is some u 2 �� suh that (q; �) j u== (q0; �0).Similarly, a on�guration 0 = (q0; v; �0) of M is said to be aessible from aon�guration  = (q; uv; �) of M if  j ��� 0 in M.De�nition 2.34 (Pushdown automaton):(Taken from [ABB97℄ pages 139{140; synhronized notation, simpli�ed.)A pushdown automaton (a PDA for short) is omposed of a pushdownmahine (Q;�;�; Æ), the initial state q0 2 Q, initial pushdown symbol Z0 2 �(forming with a word x to be reognized an initial on�guration (q0; x; Z0)),and a set F � Q of aepting states. It is therefore a 7-tuple (Q;�;�; Æ; q0; Z0;F ). The pushdown mahine (Q;�;�; P ) is alled the PDM assoiated to A.



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 17For a PDA, an (internal) on�guration is aessible if it is aessible fromthe initial (internal) on�guration, and is o-aessible if it is o-aessiblefrom an aepting (internal) on�guration.A word x 2 �� is reognized by a PDA A = (Q;�;�; Æ; q0; Z0; F ) if thereis q 2 F and � 2 �� suh that (q0; x; Z0) j ��� (q; "; �).There is no transition starting with empty pushdown { hene when thepushdown is empty, the omputation terminates. Unless an aepting on-�guration is reahed, the omputation terminates with an error.The language aepted by a PDA is the set of all words reognized by thisPDA. For any PDA A = (Q;�;�; Æ; q0; Z0; F ) we note L(A) the languagereognized by A.Language aepted by a pushdown automaton is alled pushdown au-tomaton language.De�nition 2.35 (Deterministi pushdown automaton):(Taken from [AU72℄ pages 184{185.)A PDA P = (Q;�;�; Æ; q0; Z0; F ) is said to be deterministi (a DPDA forshort) if for eah q 2 Q and Z 2 � either1. Æ(q; a; Z) ontains at most one element for eah a in � and Æ(q; "; Z) = ;or2. Æ(q; a; Z) = ; for all a 2 � and Æ(q; "; Z) ontains at most one element.De�nition 2.36 (Augmented grammar):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 372.)LetG = (N;�; P; S) be a CFG.We de�ne the augmented grammar derivedfrom G as G0 = (N[fS 0g;�; P [fS 0 ! Sg; S 0). The augmented grammar G0is merely G with a new staring prodution S 0 ! S, where S 0 is a new startsymbol, not in N. We assume that S 0 ! S is the zeroth prodution in G0and that the other produtions of G are numbered 1; 2; : : : ; p. We add thestarting prodution so that when a redution using the zeroth prodution isalled for, we an interpret this "redution" as a signal to aept.De�nition 2.37 (LR(k) grammar):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 372.)Let G = (N;�; P; S) be a CFG and let G0 = (N0;�; P 0; S 0) be its aug-mented grammar. We say that G is LR(k), k � 0, if the three onditions1. S 0 =)�G0rm �Aw =)G0rm ��w,2. S 0 =)�G0rm Bx =)G0rm ��y,



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 183. Firstk(w) = Firstk(y)imply that �Aw = Bx. (That is, � = , A = B, and x = y.)A grammar is LR if it is LR(k) for some k.De�nition 2.38 (SLR(k) grammar):(Taken from [SSS90℄ { adapted.)Grammar G = (N;�; P; S) is SLR(k) if its parser1 is deterministi andS )+ S is impossible in G. A language over alphabet � is SLR(k) if it isthe language generated by an SLR(k) grammar.De�nition 2.39 (graph, node, edge):An ordered 2-tuple G = (V;E) where E � V �V is alled oriented graph,elements from V are alled nodes (or verties), elements from E are allededges.It is said that an edge (x; y) starts with (in) x and ends by (in) y. Thenx is an predeessor of y and y is an suessor of x (aording to the edge(x; y)).De�nition 2.40 (path):It is said that there is a path between nodes x1 and xk+1 i� there are nodesx2; : : : ; xk suh that there is a sequene of edges (xi; xi+1), i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. kis alled length of the path from x1 to xk+1.De�nition 2.41 (yle):Path of length > 0 from some node x to the same node x is alled yle.De�nition 2.42 (tree, root, leaf):Let G = (V;E) is an oriented graph. G is alled (split) tree if jEj = jV j�1and if 9v 2 V 8v0 2 V , v0 6= v: there is a path in G from v to v0. The node vis alled the root of G. The tree nodes with no suessors are alled leaves.De�nition 2.43 (forest):Graph onsisting only from trees is alled forest.De�nition 2.44 (Left orner):(Taken from [AU72℄ page 278.)The left orner of a non-"-prodution is the leftmost symbol (terminal ornonterminal) on the right side. A left-orner parse of a sentene is the se-quene of produtions used at the interior nodes of a parse tree in whih havebeen ordered as follows. If a node n has p diret desendants n1; n2; :::; np,1For the de�nition of SLR(k) parser see e.g. [SSS90℄.



CHAPTER 2. NOTATION AND KNOWN RESULTS 19then all nodes in the subtree with root n1 preede n. Node n preede all itsother desendants. The desendants of n2 preede those of n3, whih preedethose of n4, and so forth.Roughly speaking, in left orner parsing the left orner of a produtionis reognized bottom-up and the remainder of the prodution is reognizedtop-down.De�nition 2.45 (Taken from [AU72℄ page 363):Let G be a CFG. We say that S )�l wAÆ if S )�lm wAÆ and the nonter-minal A is not the left orner of the prodution whih introdued it into aleft sentential form of the sequene represented by S )�lm wA�.De�nition 2.46 (LC(k) grammar):(Taken from [AU72℄ pages 363{364.)CFG G = (N;�; P; S) is LC(k) if the following onditions are satis�ed:Suppose that S )�l wAÆ. Then for eah lookahead string u and derivationA)� B, there is at most one prodution B ! � suh that1. (a) if � = C�, C 2 N, then u 2 Firstk(�Æ), and(b) In addition, if C = A, then u is not in Firstk(Æ);2. If � does not begin with a nonterminal, then u 2 Firstk(�Æ).De�nition 2.47 (Ch(k)-grammars):(Taken from [NSS79℄ page 393.)Let k be a non-negative integer. A grammar G = (N;�; P; S) is said tobe a Ch(k) grammar if, for a terminal string w, a nonterminal A, and strings, �, Æ1, and Æ2 in (N [ �)� suh that A ! �Æ1 and A ! �Æ2, Æ1 6= Æ2, theondition S )�lm wA implies that Firstk(Æ1) \ Firstk(Æ2) = ;.Theorem 2.48 (Taken from [NSS79℄ Theorem 3.2; page 394):Every LL(k) grammar is a Ch(k) grammar.Theorem 2.49 (Taken from [NSS79℄ Theorem 3.5; page 395):A redued Ch(k) grammar is not left-reursive.De�nition 2.50Let a 2 �, v = ��. For eah word u = av we say that head(u) = a andtail(u) = v.



Chapter 3Priniples of Kind Parsing
3.1 IntrodutionThe tour of kind parsing will be guided by the running example of a simplearithmeti expression. Let the tour start with Ex. 3.1.Example 3.1 (A grammar of simple arithmeti expressions):N = fS;E; T; Fg� = fid; num; (; );+; �gP = 8>>><>>>: S ! E;E ! E + T;E ! T;T ! T � F; T ! F;F ! id; F ! num; F ! (E) 9>>>=>>>;S = S 2The grammar is diretly left reursive due the produtions E ! E + Tand T ! T � F , so it annot be LL(k) for any k (ompare Def. 2.27). Itimplies that the usual method of onstrution of reursive desent parsers forLL-grammars annot be used. Suh a method an be used only in the ombi-nation with grammar onversion that would remove the left reursiveness. Itis a quite simple algorithm, but after that proessing the syntati strutureof sentenes given by the original grammar is substantially hanged. If theLL parser for the grammar from Ex. 3.1 (respetive for a grammar trans-formed to LL) is implemented as a set of reursive parsing proedures, weneed 6 subroutines for the grammar after left fatoring. Tehniques disussedbelow produe only 4 subroutines.These tehniques simplify the interfae to ompiler bak-ends (insertionof semanti proedures/symbols, et.). As the produtions may be writtenin their logial sopes (instead being modi�ed to �t into LL requirements or20



CHAPTER 3. PRINCIPLES OF KIND PARSING 21broken into parts for parsing systems where semanti ations may be only atthe end of the produtions), it is easier to speify the logial struture of thede�ned language within the formal spei�ation of the grammar.This hapter is foused to the development proess of parsers suitablefor reursive desent parsing designed without any automated tools like aonstrutor. Aording to the intended appliation the explanations will berather intuitive. It is not too ompliated to formalize below introduedproess using results introdued in subsequent hapters but it an make theproess less understandable without having signi�ant advantages.It is important to emphasize here that the below desribed proess reahesthe goal (onstrution of a parser) only for a spei� grammar lass furtheralled kind grammars.A similar approah (desription of the parser reation proess) is usedalso by Rehenberg and M�ossenb�ok in the desription of their ompiler on-strutor CoCo ([RM85℄). Desribing languages using graphs for individualnonterminals or language onstruts is also ommon (syntax diagrams forPasal).3.2 Parser StrutureAny set of produtions an be viewed as a forest of prodution trees (seeDef. 6.17). Fousing the priniples and their understanding we desribe theproess of the struture reation on a set of examples. The grammar G fromEx. 3.1 will be used.The aim is to desribe a grammar G as a forest of prodution trees F inthe sense of graph theory. The forest an be easily transformed into a datastruture de�ning an (extensible) parser for L(G) or to a program struturefor a persistent parser for the same language.The produtions of G are �rst divided using the nonterminal on theirleft-hand sides and by the presene of diret left reursiveness (i.e. if thesame nonterminal is presented at the beginning of the right hand-side of theprodution as on the left-hand side { see Fig. 3.1). Eah row of the resultingtable ontains only the produtions with the same nonterminal on their left-hand sides. This nonterminal an be separated and written in a speialolumn. Afterwards the nonterminal an be omitted at the beginnings ofthe prodution desriptions. Similarly it is not needed to expliitly writethe reurring nonterminal at the beginning of right-hand sides of reursiveprodutions { its presene is obvious from the position of the produtiondesription in the table { Fig. 3.2.The same an be written also in another style. A path through the



CHAPTER 3. PRINCIPLES OF KIND PARSING 22Produtionswithout left reursion with left reursionS ! EE ! T E ! E + TT ! F T ! T � FF ! idF ! numF ! (E)Figure 3.1: Produtions divided by de�ned nonterminals and by the preseneof left reursionNonterminal right-hand sides of produtions havingno left reursion diret left reursionS EE T +TT F �FidF num(E)Figure 3.2: A short desription of produtions divided by de�ned nontermi-nals and by the presene of left reursionprodution tree an be assigned to eah prodution. The edges along thepath are labeled by the symbols from the produtions. For left reursiveprodution the leading edge labeled by reurring nonterminal is omitted.Figure 3.3 shows/implies prodution as paths in a direted graph. The part,where they are plaed, shows/imply to what group of prodution it belongs(i.e. the de�ned nonterminal and presene of left reursion).It is pratial to put at the end of prodution paths (i.e. to add them asnew lists to the prodution trees) speial nodes signaling whih produtionends at given position. It is important espeially in a situation when oneprodution is a pre�x of another one.Figures 3.4 and above use this notation { only the prodution nodes arenot labeled by full produtions but only by the nonterminal from their left-hand side (let it be A) and with an index of the position of the produtionwithin A-produtions as given in the beginning { Fig. 3.1. Now we an jointhe ommon beginnings of all the prodution paths so that they will maketrees { prodution trees, like in Fig. 3.4.As the example of a simple arithmeti expression does not fully show the



CHAPTER 3. PRINCIPLES OF KIND PARSING 23s- E - sS s-�� ��+ - ss- T - ss- T - sE s-�� ��� - ss- F - ss- F - sT s-�� ��id - ss-�� ��num - ss-�� ��( - ss- E - ss-�� ��) - sF s-�� ��t - s terminals- A - s nonterminalFigure 3.3: Produtions written as paths in a direted ayli graphjoining of prodution paths (the grammar does not ontain prodution withommon left-hand sides and ommon nonempty pre�xes also from their right-hand sides), this detail is shown on a set of produtions of a nonterminal ofa simple ommand { see Fig. 3.5 and Ex. 3.2.Example 3.2 (Produtions of a simple ommand):The part of grammar that is dealt with here onsists only of md-pro-dutions (i.e. produtions with a nonterminal md on their left-hand side).Other nonterminals (E, ond, mds) are only referred here.md ! begin mds endmd ! id := Emd ! id ( E )md ! read idmd ! write Emd ! write strmd ! while ond do mdwhere begin, do, end, read, while, write, :=, (, ), id, and str are terminals, E,md, ond, and mds are nonterminals. 2Figures 3.4 and 3.6 an be used also as a de�nition of a parser that anbe implemented as reursive desent parser or as pushdown automaton orlookahead pushdown automaton (see Chap. 7).



CHAPTER 3. PRINCIPLES OF KIND PARSING 24s- E - ss- #S1- sS s-�� ��+ - ss- T - ss- #E2- ss- T - ss- #E1- sE s-�� ��� - ss- F - ss- #T2- ss- F - ss- #T1- sT s-�� ��id - ss- #F1- ss-�� ��num- ss- #F2- ss-�� ��( - ss- E - ss-�� ��) - ss- #F3- sF s-�� ��t - s terminals- A - s nonterminals- #Ai- s prodution (i-th A-prodution) sss s nodeFigure 3.4: Produtions written as paths in prodution treesPushdown symbols an be implemented as pointers or referenes to nodesor edges of prodution trees. Suh referene will be graphially representedas orresponding tree with a suitably marked node. The mark is in Fig. 3.6represented by a irle.Suh referene an be represented by dotted notation as shown in Fig. 3.6.Referene to the tree T of nonterminal A with referened node is bijetivelyassigned to the dotted prodution (item) setfA! u:hv jA! uhv 2 PGg :The use of both notations is dependent on the fous: when more detailedview is needed, the graphial notation is used, when more global view isneeded (to keep trak with hanges, or to get more situations in one view),the dotted notation is used.Both the notations an be useful to build up the parser struture.3.3 Usage of Prodution TreesIn the parser onstrution it is ommon to use dotted produtions1 { pro-dutions divided into two parts: one orresponding to already \proessed"1Dotted produtions are desribed e.g. in [NL94℄ or [AU72℄.
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md

s-�� ��begin - ss- mds - ss-�� ��end - ss- #1 - ss-�� ��id - ss-�� ��:= - ss- E - ss- #2 - ss-�� ��( - ss- E - ss-�� ��) - ss- #3 - ss-�� ��read - ss-�� ��id - ss- #4 - ss-�� ��write - ss- E - ss- #5 - ss-�� ��str - ss- #6 - ss-�� ��while - ss- ond - ss-�� ��do - ss- md - ss- #7 - sFigure 3.5: Simple ommand prodution treepart of the produtions and the seond for the rest of them. This division issignalized by a dot within the right-hand side of the prodution desription.For any prodution A! �� 2 P there is a set of dotted produtions startingby `A! :��' and ending by `A! ��:'.To show the work of a parser onstruted this way it is neessary to drawthe entire automaton again and again and show every time the hange of itsstate and the situation on its pushdown.To be able to ompress this \animation" into a few pages, a new kind ofa desription of a on�guration of the automata is used: Any node (drawnas a point or olumn of points onneted with a vertial line { see Fig. 3.4)represents a position within some prodution. In some ases (at the pro-dution beginnings and when more produtions from the same group havesome ommon pre�x) an the same position in the prodution tree representseveral di�erent dotted produtions ([A ! :�℄, [A ! :�℄). These parsingsituations form equivalene lasses and any of them an be used to representits lass2.The initial situation is therefore [S ! :�℄ for any of the S-produtionsS ! � 2 PG if S is a starting symbol of the grammar G.This notation orresponds to the one used in the pitures: any node in thetree is represented by one equivalene lass determined by the nonterminalon the left-hand side of the prodution and by the part of the right-handside of the prodution before the dot. The nonterminal (let us denote it A)2It is better to onentrate on atual loation within the struture. The equivalenelasses over dotted produtions serve to this purpose well.
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A s-�� ��f - ss- #1 - ss- B - ss-�� ��h - ss- #2 - ss-�� ��g - ss- #3 - ss- C - ss- #4 - si

Position marked by a irle orresponds to the following dotted position:[A! B:h℄=G = ( A ! B:hA ! B:hg )Figure 3.6: Position within prodution tree in graphial and dotted notationsdetermines a pair of prodution trees (one for A-produtions without leftreursion and one for the left reursive ones { if there are any). The partbefore the dot determines the path to the position in the tree. The rest of theprodution (if written) only shows that the pre�x belongs to some existingprodution.The root of a prodution tree for left reursive A-prodution an be de-noted as [A!A.�℄ if A! A� is some prodution in the grammar.How suh a parser/generator works? As an example a parsing/generationof a simple arithmeti expression \3+2" is used. For better understandingevery time the proper representatives of the equivalene lasses are used.input/output state pushdownstart of the omputation:3 + 2 [S ! :E℄ "desent to the nonterminal E:3 + 2 [E ! :T ℄ [S ! E:℄desent to the nonterminal T [S ! E:℄:3 + 2 [T ! :F ℄ [E ! T:℄desent to the nonterminal F [S ! E:℄[E ! T:℄:3 + 2 [F ! :num℄ [T ! F:℄



CHAPTER 3. PRINCIPLES OF KIND PARSING 27input/output state pushdowngeneration/reading of `3' [S ! E:℄[E ! T:℄3:+ 2 [F ! num:℄ [T ! F:℄�nishing of F (redution by #F ! num)[S ! E:℄3:+ 2 [T ! F:℄ [E ! T:℄End of expansion by the prodution T ! F . Now it is possible to trywhether it is possible to apply some of the left-reursive produtionsfor the nonterminal T . At this moment it is none, and therefore theexpansion of the nonterminal T ends.3:+ 2 [E ! T:℄ [S ! E:℄End of expansion by the prodution E ! T . Now it is possibleto try whether it is possible to apply some of the left-reursive E-produtions. Suh prodution is E ! E + T .3:+ 2 [E ! E:+ T ℄ [S ! E:℄Reading/generation of the terminal `+'3:+ 2 [E ! E + :T ℄ [S ! E:℄desent to the nonterminal F [S ! E:℄3 + :2 [T ! :F ℄ [E ! E + T:℄desent to the nonterminal F [S ! E:℄[E ! E + T:℄3 + :2 [F ! :num℄ [T ! F:℄generation/reading of `2'input/output state pushdown[S ! E:℄[E ! E + T:℄3 + 2: [F ! num:℄ [T ! F:℄�nishing of F (redution by #F ! num)[S ! E:℄3 + 2: [T ! F:℄ [E ! E + T:℄�nishing of T ! F ^ it is not possible/we do not want to apply anyleft reursive prodution ) �nishing of T



CHAPTER 3. PRINCIPLES OF KIND PARSING 283 + 2: [E ! E + T:℄ [S ! E:℄�nishing of E ! E+T ^ it si not possible/we do not want to applyany left reursive prodution ) �nishing of E3 + 2: [S ! E:℄ "�nishing of S ! E, the �nal position was reahed ) pars-ing/generation ends.It an be useful for the needs of parsing to have some hints whih om-putational (parsing) path leads to the result if there are more ones possible.Therefore existing nodes are extended so that there an be written the looka-heads. They will be used to determine whih ontinuation of omputationleads to the result (i.e. it allows us to selet proper edge along whih theparsing should ontinue). In our example the lookahead of the length 1 issatisfying. To over all possible situations we need a speial terminal sym-bol representing end of input (eoi). Preomputed values of all lookaheadfuntions are available in Tab. 3.1.Nonterminal First Follow DLRF NLRFS num, id, ( eoi eoiE num, id, ( +, ), eoi + ), eoiT num, id, ( +, �, ), eoi � +, ), eoiF num, id, ( +, �, ), eoi +, �, ), eoiTable 3.1: Preomputed lookaheads for a simple arithmeti expressionNow it is possible to write down the lookaheads into extended nodes.These lookaheads an help to determine whih branh of possible ones mathesthe input (or at least has a hane to math it). As the size of the resultingpiture for a whole parser is too big, we restrit ourselves to the parsing treefor the nonterminal F :);+; �; eoi);+; �; eoiid; num; ( ) );+; �; eoiidnum(
-�� ��id --�� ��num --�� ��( - - #F1- s- #F2- s- E - -�� ��) - - #F3- sFigure 3.7: Nonterminal F with preomputed lookaheads



Chapter 4Changes in Parser StruturesWe ontrol/implement the extensions of parsing strutures by hanges ofprodution tree forests. Proessing of extensible languages needs extensi-ble/modi�able parsers. In this hapter we will show that the ability offorests of prodution trees (and kind parsers based on them) to be ex-tended/modi�ed:4.1 ExtensionAepted language extension implemented via adding of new produtions tothe already existing grammar, oasionally also on the adding of new terminaland nonterminal symbols. In the ase of translational grammars also outputterminal symbols and for ompiler grammars also semanti symbols an beadded.Suh hanges are in some sense additive: the existing parts are left intatand the new parts are only added to the existing ones. It allows us to extendparsers also at parse-time { that means that language extensions may be partof the parsed text.A struture (or language or grammar { that is just point of view) exten-sion an be demonstrated by an example. A new terminal symbol \�" andtwo produtions E ! E�T and E ! �T will be added to our initial exam-ple of a simple arithmeti expression. The original and modi�ed struture ofthe nonterminal E are shown in Fig. 4.1.The ability of run-time extension is probably the main advantage of kindparsing.
29



CHAPTER 4. CHANGES IN PARSER STRUCTURES 30
(; id; num - T - +; ); eoi - #E1- s+ -�� ��+ - (; id; num - T - +; ); eoi - #E2- s(a)

�(; id; num -�� ��� -- T - (; id; num+;�; ); eoi - T -- #E1- s+;�; ); eoi - #E4- s
�+ -�� ��� --�� ��+ - (; id; num - T - +;�; ); eoi(; id; num - T - +;�; ); eoi - #E3- s- #E2- s(b)

Figure 4.1: Original (a) and extended (b) prodution tree of the nonterminalE of a simple arithmeti expression. (In both ases the tree in the bottomand left represents the struture for non-reursive produtions, the tree ontop and right represents the left reursive produtions.)4.2 RestritionSometimes it an be useful to restrit the reognized language. It an beused for removal of some previous extension or to remove some parts thatan onit with some planned future extension. It is also possible to removesome language parts from preinstalled on�guration aording to payment.The language/grammar/parser restrition is more dangerous than theextension: during extension no part is removed, no opportunity for suessfultermination of the parse is removed. By restrition some problems arise: it ispossible, that if there are no limitations for language/grammar restritions,some live parts of the parser that are needed to �nish the omputation wouldbe removed.As it is not very good to ut a bough we are sitting on, therefore wedo not reommend to do the similar thing also in the restriting of the herepresented parsing struture: It is possible to ut paths in the prodution treesonly in the ases when all the situation that are unsolved on the pushdown are



CHAPTER 4. CHANGES IN PARSER STRUCTURES 31preserved and also if for all the nonterminals that must be gone through atleast one path is preserved { they also annot be removed from the grammar.Suh restritions ensure that the omputation an be (for some properinput) suessfully �nished.



Chapter 5Kind Grammars
5.1 Prodution TypesProdutions with given (A) nonterminal on its left-hand side are usuallydenoted as A-produtions [AU72℄.Eah prodution of an arbitrary proper ontext-free grammar an be as-signed to exatly one of following �ve groups formally de�ned below:1. produtions without left reursion (NLRP),2. produtions with diret left reursion (DLRP),3. produtions with indiret left reursion (ILRP),4. produtions with hidden left reursion (HLRP), and5. produtions with hidden indiret reursion (HILRP).This ategorization is �xed for any ontext-free grammar.If there are in some grammar produtions from the third, fourth or �fthgroup, the grammar is usually harder to understand, and the language de-�ned by it tends to be hard to read. For a desription of an easy-to-readlanguage it is better when also the grammar is easy to understand. There-fore we restrit ourselves to grammars with produtions only from the �rsttwo groups.De�nition 5.1 (Produtions with diret left reursion1):DLRPG(A) = fA! A� j A! A� 2 PG ^ � 6= "g1DLRP = diretly left reursive produtions32



CHAPTER 5. KIND GRAMMARS 33DLRPG = [A2NGDLRPG(A)De�nition 5.2 (Produtions without left reursion2):NLRPG(A) = fA! � j A! � 2 PG ^ (8�)� 6)�G A�gNLRPG = [A2NGNLRPG(A)De�nition 5.3 (Produtions with indiret left reursion3):ILRPG(A) = (A! � ����� A! � 2 PG ^ (9�)�)+G A�^ A! � 62 DLRPG(A) )ILRPG = [A2NG ILRPG(A)De�nition 5.4 (Produtions with hidden left reursion4):HLRPG(A) = fA! �A� j A! �A� 2 PG ^ � 6= " ^ �)+G "gHLRPG = [A2NGHLRPG(A)De�nition 5.5 (Produtions with hidden indiret left reursion5):HILRPG(A) = (A! �� A! �� 2 PG ^ � 6= " ^ �)+G " ^(9)(� !+G A) ^ (8Æ)(� 6= AÆ) )HILRPG = [A2NGHILRPG(A)Note 5.6 The index G by NLRP , DLRP , ILRP , and HILRP an beomitted whenever it is lear whih grammar G is mentioned.2NLRP = non-left-reursive produtions3ILRP = indiretly left reursive produtions4HLRP = hiddenly left-reursive produtions5HILRP = hiddenly indiretly left-reursive produtions



CHAPTER 5. KIND GRAMMARS 34Example 5.7 (Prodution types):Let us have grammar with produtions p1 = A ! a, p2 = B ! ",p3 = A ! Ab, p4 = A ! BA, p5 = A ! Cd, p6 = C ! Ae, andp7 = A! BCf . ThenNLRP = fp1; p2gDLRP = fp3gHLRP = fp4gILRP = fp5; p6gHILRP = fp7g 2
5.2 Kind GrammarsKind grammars are a superset of strong LL grammars allowing diret leftreursion. Kind grammars possess many good properties of LL grammarsand inlude the grammars for arithmetial expressions and lists { the bestknown ases where left reursive produtions are usually used.De�nition 5.8 (Follow without left reursion):Let CFGG has only produtions from NLRP and DLRP. A set of terminalstrings of the length k that an our immediately after given nonterminalA exept its left reursion is alled follow of A without (its) left reursion(NLRF(A) { non-left-reursive follow). Formally:NLRF kG(A) = ( a1 : : : am 2FirstkG(� � FollowkG(B)) ����� m � k ^B ! �A� 2 PG^((� 6)�G ") _ (B 6= A)) )If it is obvious what grammar is mentioned, it is possible to writeNLRFk(A).If k = 1, it is also possible to write just NLRF (A).De�nition 5.9 (Follow after (diret) left reursion):A set of terminal strings of the length k that may follow after givennonterminal A in the beginning of its left reursion is alled follow of A afterits (diret) left reursion (DLRF(A) { diret left reursion follow).DLRF kG(A) = ( a1 : : : am 2FirstkG(� � FollowkG(A)) ����� m � k ^ A! A�A� 2 PG^ � 6= " )If it is obvious whih grammar is mentioned, it is possible to writeDLRFk(A).If k = 1, it is also possible to write just DLRF (A).



CHAPTER 5. KIND GRAMMARS 35De�nition 5.10 (Common pre�x of A-produtions):We say that two produtions A! �� and A! Æ from a CFG G shareommon A-pre�x � i� (� = ) ^ (� 6= Æ).We say that a set of produtionsQ = fp1; : : : ; pmg � PG has a ommon A-pre�x �, if � is a ommon A-pre�x for any two produtions pi; pj 2 Q; i 6= j.If moreover � 6= ", we say, that the ommon A-pre�x is nonempty.We say that the ommon A-pre�x � is longest A-pre�x of a set of pro-dutions i� for any string �0, suh that �0 is a proper pre�x of �, �0 is noommon pre�x of the given set of produtions.De�nition 5.11 ((Strong) k-kind grammar):A ontext-free grammar G = (N;�; P; S) having only produtions with-out left reursion or with diret left reursion is alled (strong) k-kind (SK(k)or K(k) for short) if for any A 2 N the following two onditions hold:1. DLRFk(A) \NLRFk(A) = ;;2. For any two produtions being either both from NLRP (A) (A! ��,A ! � and sharing the longest ommon A-pre�x �) or both fromDLRP (A) (A ! A��, A ! A� and sharing the longest ommonA-pre�x A�) it holds thatFirstk(� � Followk(A)) \ Firstk( � Followk(A)) = ;:The above two onditions together may be referred as (strong) kind ondition.De�nition 5.12 (Kind grammar):A ontext-free grammar G is alled kind if it is k-kind for some k > 0.The lass of kind grammars is denoted KG.The name \kind" for the above de�ned lass of grammars was taken forthe reason that they are not so restritive but they allow to desribe ratherrestritive lass of languages. Similar situations in real life an be desribede.g. by a Czeh word \p�r��v�etiv�y".Example 5.13 Let us show that grammar of a simple arithmeti expression(in its usual textbook form) G = (fN;�; P; Sg; fnum;+;�; �; =; (; )g; P; SgwhereP = fS ! E;E ! T; E ! �T; E ! E + T; E ! E � T;T ! F; T ! T � F; T ! T=F;F ! num; F ! (E)g



CHAPTER 5. KIND GRAMMARS 36is a 1-kind grammar.Kind ondition has two parts: the �rst expets two A-produtions inDLRP or NLRP for some nonterminal A, the seond is non-trivially appli-able when there is at least one prodution in both groups. Therefore theS-prodution trivially ful�lls this ondition.Let us ompute the lookahead funtions:Nonterminal First DLRF NLRFS fnum;�; (g ; f"gE fnum;�; (g f+;�g f); "gT fnum; (g f�; =g f+;�; ); "gF fnum; (g ; f�; =;+;�; ); "gThe seond part of the kind ondition (8A : DLRF (A)\NLRF (A) = ;) isful�lled for all nonterminals of grammar G.The �rst part of the kind ondition is appliable only on following pairsof produtions: 1. E ! T E ! �T2. E ! E + T E ! E � T3. T ! T � F T ! T=FLet us hek these pairs one by one:1. First(T ) = fnum; (g, First(�T ) = f�g . . . OK,2. First(+T ) = f+g, First(�T ) = f�g . . . OK, and3. First(�F ) = f�g, First(=F ) = f=g . . . OK.The kind onditions are ful�lled for grammar G and for k = 1, therefore Gis a 1-kind grammar. 2Note 5.14 For stati parsing purposes we expet kind grammars to be with-out inaessible and useless symbols.Presene of inaessible or useless symbols in grammar an be advan-tageous in parse-time extensible grammars when the symbols may beomeaessible and useful (see Ex. 9.10).5.3 Weak Kind GrammarsThe lass of k-kind grammars an be naturally extended to weak k-kindgrammars so that it an ontain Ch(k) grammars (and therefore also LL(k)grammars).



CHAPTER 5. KIND GRAMMARS 37Idea of this extension is oming from the relation of LL(k) and strongLL(k) grammars.De�nition 5.15 (Weak k-kind grammar):A ontext-free grammar G = (N;�; P; S) having only produtions with-out left reursion or with diret left reursion is alled weak k-kind (WK(k)for short) if for any A 2 N the following two onditions hold:1. DLRFk(A) \NLRFk(A) = ;;2. If there exist w 2 ��, Æ 2 (N [ �)� suh that S )�lm wAÆ, it holdsfor any two produtions being either both from NLRP (A) (A ! ��,A ! � and sharing the longest ommon A-pre�x �) or both fromDLRP (A) (A ! A��, A ! A� and sharing the longest ommonA-pre�x A�) that Firstk(�Æ) \ Firstk(Æ) = ;.The above two onditions together may be referred as weak kind ondition.De�nition 5.16 (Weak kind grammar):A ontext-free grammar G is alled weak kind if it is weak k-kind for somek > 0. The lass of weak kind grammars is denoted WKG.



Chapter 6Power of Kind GrammarsWe show here the relations of k-kind and weak k-kind grammars to someseleted grammar lasses (LL(k), strong LL(k), Ch(k), LC(k), and SLR(k).We prove here that k-kind grammars generate LL(k) languages.6.1 Relation to Other Grammar ClassesLemma 6.1 Any redued strong LL(k) grammar is a k-kind grammar.Idea: Comparison of de�nitions of strong LL(k) grammars and k-kindgrammars shows that the redued strong LL(k) grammars are a speial aseof k-kind grammars. If DLRP = ; and any two produtions to be diststin-guished have no ommon pre�x, we obtain exatly what is required in thede�nition of strong LL(k) grammars.Proof: The Def. 2.28 implies that if A ! �, A !  are two distintA-produtions of a strong LL(k) grammar, thenFirstk(� � Followk(A)) \ Firstk( � Followk(A)) = ;:Let us test the kind ondition on arbitrary two k-kind produtions: Asthere are no left-reursive produtions in redued strong LL(k) grammars,NLRF (A) \DLRF (A) = ; holds trivially.Now we need to test, whether 8 A! ��, A! � 2 DLRP _ A! ��,A ! � 2 NLRP suh that � is the longest ommon pre�x of the produ-tions implies thatFirstk(� � Followk(A)) \ Firstk( � Followk(A)) = ;: (6.1)Both produtions are from NLRP (A). (DLRP (A) is empty as there areno left reursive produtions in redued strong LL(k) grammars). Only thetwo possible situations may our: 38



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 391. the two tested LL(k) produtions have some nonempty ommon A-pre�x { but of a �nite size of m < k or2. the two tested LL(k) produtions have no nonempty ommon A-pre�x.In the �rst ase (6.1) is ful�lled, as the two produtions an be distinguishedalready using shorter lookahead. In the seond ase (6.1) is ful�lled trivially.Hene the kind ondition must be ful�lled. 2Theorem 6.2 For k � 1 the lass of k-kind grammars is a proper superlassof redued SLL(k) grammars.Proof: The lass of k-kind grammars is a superlass of redued SLL(k)grammars { it was shown in Lemma 6.1. The grammar from Ex. 3.1 is 1-kind and is not SLL(k) grammar for any k beause there are left reursiveprodutions in it what is not allowed in SLL(k) grammars. 2Corollary 6.3 The lass of LL(1) grammars is a proper sublass of 1-kindgrammars.Proof: Follows diretly from Th. 6.2 and from the fat that the lasses ofLL(1) and SLL(1) grammars are equal (see e.g. [SSS90, Lemma 8.39, page232℄). 2Lemma 6.4 Every k-kind grammar is a weak k-kind grammar.Proof: LetG = (N;�; P; S) be an arbitrary k-kind grammar. We will showthat it is also a weak k-kind grammar. The general settings (the grammaran have only produtions being diret left reursive or being without any leftreursion) and the �rst part of weak kind ondition holds from the de�nitionof k-kind grammars:8A 2 N : DLRFk(A) \NLRFk(A) = ;:We should therefore onentrate on the seond part of the weak kind on-dition only. It states that if there exist w 2 �� and Æ 2 (N [ �)� suhthat S )�lm wAÆ, it holds for any two produtions being either both fromNLRP (A) (A ! ��, A ! � and sharing the longest ommon A-pre�x�) or both from DLRP (A) (A ! A��, A ! A� and sharing the longestommon A-pre�x A�) that Firstk(�Æ) \ Firstk(Æ) = ;.Let us show that a ful�lling of the (strong) kind ondition implies aful�lling of the weak kind ondition. The seond part of the kind ondition



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 40states that for any A 2 N any two A-produtions A ! ��, A ! � beingboth from DLRP(A) or both from NLRP(A) and having the longest ommonA-pre�x � holds thatFirstk(� � Followk(A)) \ Firstk( � Followk(A)) = ;: (6.2)Let us show that any two produtions (let them be p1 = A ! �� andp2 = A0 ! �) ful�lling the (strong) kind ondition ful�ll also the weak kindondition.If A 6= A0 or p1 and p2 are one from DLRP (A) and one from NLRP (A),the weak kind ondition is ful�lled trivially.If A = A0 and p1, p2 are both either from DLRP (A) or NLRP (A), then{ aording the (strong) kind ondition { (6.2) holds. We an reformulate(6.2) as follows: Firstk(�Æ) \ Firstk(Æ0) = ; (6.3)for any Æ, Æ0 suh that S )� uAÆ and S )� u0AÆ0 (u; u0 2 ��).As (6.3) holds for any Æ and Æ0, it also holds for Æ = Æ0, what is therequirement from the seond part of the weak kind ondition. 2Lemma 6.5 Every weak 1-kind grammar is a 1-kind grammar.Proof: Let us show that for k = 1 the weak kind ondition implies thekind ondition: First, in both onditions it should hold for every A 2 N thatNLRF (A) \DLRF (A) = ;.Weak kind ondition requires that for all symbol strings �; �; ; Æ, ter-minal string w, pairs of A-produtions A ! ��, A ! � 2 NLRP orA ! A��, A ! A� 2 DLRP suh that S )� wAÆ and where the �rstsymbol of � is di�erent from the �rst symbol of  it holds thatFirst(�Æ) \ First(Æ) = ;:Let us disuss when Æ inuenes the First(�Æ) or First(Æ). It mayhappen only when either � )� " or  )� ".When both � )� " and  )� ", then; 6= First(Æ) � First(�Æ) \ First(Æ)what does not onform the weak kind ondition. (In the ase that A is notreahable, Æ and Follow(A) are not de�ned, hene the produtions ful�ll theondition trivially.)If � 6)� " and  6)� ", Æ has no inuene in this ase (and an thereforebe replaed by Follow(A)). Under suh ondition the weak kind onditionimplies the kind ondition.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 41The last ase { one of �,  an be rewritten to ", the seond one annot;this situation is symmetri, let us therefore assume that � )� " and that annot be rewritten to " { this implies that First(Æ) \ First() = ; (andFirst(Æ) \ First(�) = ; for the symmetri problem). AsFollow(A) = fa 2 First(Æ)j9w 2 �� : S )� wAÆg;we may write First(�Follow(A)) \ First(Follow(A)) = ;instead of First(�Æ) \ First(Æ) = ;:We then onlude that for k = 1 the kind and weak kind onditions areequivalent. 2Theorem 6.6 For k � 2 the grammar lass LL(k) is inomparable with thelass of k-kind grammars.Proof: The grammar S ! Sa j a is an example of a 1-kind grammarwhih is not LL(k) for any k (and hene also not for k � 2).The grammar (adapted from [Chy84℄, Ex. 5.6.2)S ! 0A00B j 1A10BA! 1 j "B ! 1B j 0B j "is an example of LL(2) grammar whih is not k-kind for any k.Di�erent produtions for nonterminals S and B starts with di�erent ter-minals and they are therefore trivially distinguishable { i.e. they ful�ll theLL(2) ondition.The LL(2) ondition for the nonterminal A is also ful�lled:if S )� 0A00B, then First2(100) \ First2("00) = ; and if S )� 1A10B,then First2(110) \ First2("10) = ;.The k-kind ondition (and in this ase also SLL(k) ondition) is notful�lled for any k: 10k�1 2 Followk(100B) \ Followk("10B). 2Theorem 6.7 Every redued Ch(k) grammar is a weak k-kind grammar.Proof: Redued Ch(k) grammars do not have left-reursive produ-tions (see Th. ,2.49). In other words, for every redued Ch(k) grammarG DLRPG = ; and therefore DLRFk(A) = ; for eah nonterminal A (asDLRP (A) = ;). Hene the weak kind ondition is therefore redued to thede�nition of (redued) Ch(k) grammar. 2



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 42Corollary 6.8 Every redued LL(k) grammar is a weak k-kind grammar.Proof: It diretly follows from the fats that every LL(k) grammar is aCh(k) grammar (Th. 2.48), and that every redued Ch(k) grammar is a weakk-kind grammar (Lemma 6.7). 2Corollary 6.9 For k � 2 the lass of (strong) k-kind grammars is a propersublass of weak k-kind grammars.Proof: Follows diretly from the following fats:1. The lass of k-kind grammars is a sublass of weak k-kind grammars(Lemma 6.4).2. The lass of LL(k) grammars is a proper sublass of weak k-kind gram-mars.3. For k � 2 there are grammars being LL(k) and being not k-kind(Th. 6.6). 2Note 6.10 The lass of k-kind grammars is inomparable with SLR(k) gram-mars { as shown in [SSS90℄ even the lass of SLL(k) is inomparable withSLR(k), i.e. k-kind grammars annot be a sublass of SLR(k) grammars andas k-kind grammars do not allow indiret left reursion and SLR(k) grammarsdo, lasses of k-kind grammars and SLR(k) grammars are inomparable.Lemma 6.11 8k � 1 9G 2 LC(1): G is not weak k-kind.Proof: Let G has produtions S ! A, A! a, A! Cb, C ! , C ! Ad.This grammar is LC(1). As there is an indiret left reursion in G and weakk-kind grammars an have only produtions from DLRP and NLRP, G isnot weak k-kind for any k. 2Lemma 6.12 There is a 1-kind grammar that is not LC(k) for any k.Proof: Grammar S ! aAb, S ! aA, A ! aA, A ! " is 1-kind (andas there is no left reursion, it is also Ch(1)). The left orner of produtionsS ! aAb and S ! aA is the terminal a. Aording to LC(k) onditionFirst(Ab) \ First(A) should be " but it is not so, as ak 2 First(Ab) \First(A). 2



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 43Corollary 6.13 The grammar lasses of k-kind grammars, weak k-kindgrammars and Ch(k) grammars are inomparable with LC(k) grammars forany k � 1.Lemma 6.14 The lass of k-kind grammars is inomparable with the lassof Ch(k) grammars.Proof: The proof is divided into two parts: in the �rst one it is shown thatthe lass of Ch(k) grammars is no sublass of k-kind grammars and in theseond that the lass of k-kind grammars is no sublass of Ch(k) grammars.1. The lass of k-kind grammars is inomparable with the lass of LL(k)grammars (see Th. 6.6) and the lass of LL(k) grammars is a propersublass of Ch(k) grammars (see Th. 2.48). Hene there are grammarsthat are Ch(k) grammars and not k-kind grammars (for an examplesee the proof of Th. 6.6) and therefore the lass of Ch(k) grammarsis no sublass of k-kind grammars.2. Theorem 2.49 states that any redued Ch(k) grammar annot be leftreursive. On the other hand, the k-kind grammars (the redued onesinlusive) an have diret left reursive produtions. An example is a1-kind grammar of a simple arithmeti expression from Ex. 3.1. Thisgrammar is 1-kind as is not Ch(k) grammar for any k. Hene the lassof k-kind grammars is no sublass of Ch(k) grammars. 2Note 6.15 The lass of weak k-kind grammars is inomparable with thelass of SLR(k) grammars.As a subset of weak k-kind grammars, the SLL(k) grammars exeedSLR(k) grammars (see [SSS90℄), weak k-kind grammars annot be sublassof SLR(k) grammars. Similarly, as SLR(k) grammars allow indiret left re-ursion and weak k-kind grammars do not, weak k-kind grammars annotbe superlass of SLR(k) grammars.6.2 Expressive PowerWhat languages are generated by kind grammars and weak kind grammars?Are they deterministi ontext-free languages, LL-languages, or is there yetanother language lass somewhere between these two?Let us solve this problem by returning to `play' with the parsing stru-tures. They will be transformed (simpli�ed) in suh a way that the deter-mined language will be kept the same.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 44As used parsing struture is a forest of prodution trees, we should startwith the desription of prodution trees:De�nition 6.16 (Tree representation of a set of strings):Let � be a set of symbols (an alphabet). Let S be a set of strings over� suh that no s 2 S is a pre�x of another s0 2 S. Let T = (V;E) be asplit tree. We say that T is a tree representation of S if there is a labelingl : E ! � suh that onatenating labels along any path p from the rootto a leaf (we all suh path omplete) gives a string s from S. (We then saythat s is represented by p.) For any node it holds that edges starting in thisnode are labeled by di�erent symbols. It should moreover hold that di�erentomplete paths in T represent di�erent strings from S and that there is abijetion between the paths from root to leaf in T and the strings from S.De�nition 6.17 (Prodution tree):Let A be a nonterminal of a (weak) kind grammar G = (N;�; P; S). Let� be a set of symbols suh that � \ (N [ �) = ;. Let there is a bijetionbetween � and P .Prodution tree for NLRP (A) is a tree representation of right-hand sidesof all produtions from NLRP (A) onatenated with the symbols uniquelyidentifying them.Prodution tree for DLRP (A) is a tree representation of tails of right-hand sides of all produtions from DLRP (A) onatenated with the symbolsuniquely identifying them.The addition of speial symbols at the prodution ends is neessary, as therean be A-produtions p1; p2 2 P suh that right-hand side of p1 is a properpre�x of right-hand side of p2 what an ause problems.The identi�ation of the produtions is neessary whenever we need moreomplex result of the parsing than YES or NO.Prodution trees are often used as a doumentation tool during the main-tenane of ompilers.We show that it is possible to reorganize and deompose prodution treesfor a (weak) k-kind grammar so that the new struture will de�ne the samelanguage as the original one and at the same time the new struture willrepresent a SLL(k) (LL(k)) grammar.There will be performed only two types of transformations:1. left reursion removal, and



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 452. `simplifying' of prodution trees { they will be `ut' in suh a way thatat the end they will fork in their roots only.At the beginning let us look how it works in the nature of produtiontrees (for simpliity the trees without lookaheads are used). As an examplethe nonterminal E from the grammar of a simple arithmeti expression isused { see Fig. 6.1.E s-�� ��� - ss- T - ss- T - ss- #E1- ss- #E4- s s-�� ��� - ss-�� ��+ - ss- T - ss- T - ss- #E3- ss- #E2- sFigure 6.1: Nonterminal E of a simple arithmeti expressionFor this nonterminal (E) there an be de�ned a new one (E 0), whih isinserted at the end of all E-produtions { just before the leaves labeled withprodution identi�ation { Fig. 6.2.
E s-�� ��� - ss- T - ss- T - ss- E 0 - ss- E 0 - ss- #E1- ss- #E4- s

s-�� ��� - ss-�� ��+ - ss- T - ss- E 0 - ss- T - ss- E 0 - ss- #E3- ss- #E2- s
Figure 6.2: Nonterminal E of a simple arithmeti expression after addition(insertion) of a new nonterminal E 0 at the ends of the produtionsNow the prodution tree of left reursive E-produtions an be separatedand transformed (relabeled) to be the prodution tree of right reursion of thenonterminal E 0 { now it is advantageous that the edge for the nonterminal E(the reurring nonterminal) was already removed from this prodution tree.For atual situation see Fig. 6.3.After addition of the prodution E 0 ! " that allows to stop the reursionof E 0 the left reursion of E is suessfully removed { Fig. 6.4.The left reursion of other nonterminals an be removed similarly. Cur-rent grammar (and prodution tree forest) may violate rules for being an
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E
E 0 s-�� ��� - ss- T - ss- T - ss- E 0 - ss- E 0 - ss- #E1- ss- #E4- s
s-�� ��� - ss-�� ��+ - ss- T - ss- E 0 - ss- T - ss- E 0 - ss- #E 03- ss- #E 02- s

Figure 6.3: Nonterminal E of a simple arithmeti expression and a germ ofa new nonterminal E 0

E
E 0
s-�� ��� - ss- T - ss- T - ss- E 0 - ss- E 0 - ss- #E1- ss- #E4- ss- #E 00- s
s-�� ��� - ss-�� ��+ - ss- T - ss- E 0 - ss- T - ss- E 0 - ss- #E 03- ss- #E 02- s

Figure 6.4: Left reursion removal { nonterminals E and E 0 of a simplearithmeti expressionLL-grammar only in one feature { it an ontain produtions with ommonpre�xes of several produtions. The simple arithmeti expression does notneed suh feature, so let us swith to our seond example, to the simpleommand nonterminal and its prodution tree.Suh ritial situations an be removed. The proess is shown in Fig. 6.5{6.7. In priniple all produtions with ommon pre�xes are substituted bygroups of produtions onsisting of the one representing the ommon pre�xand several ones reated from the original ones by replaing the ommon pre-�x by the newly de�ned nonterminal. In the `strutural' view it is possibleto talk about removing path forks by utting them out of the original stru-ture and making them separate prodution trees with `forks' only at their
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md

s-�� ��begin - ss- mds - ss-�� ��end - ss- #1 - ss-�� ��id - ss-�� ��:= - ss- E - ss- #2 - ss-�� ��( - ss- E - ss-�� ��) - ss- #3 - ss-�� ��read - ss-�� ��id - ss- #4 - ss-�� ��write - ss- E - ss- #5 - ss-�� ��str - ss- #6 - ss-�� ��while - ss- ond - ss-�� ��do - ss- md - ss- #7 - sFigure 6.5: Prodution tree utting through { original treeroots { see the hanges between Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 and between Figs. 6.6 and6.7. These hanges should be done in the order given by dereasing lengthof the ommon pre�xes, respetively from leaves to roots in the terms of theprodution tree nature.The struture shown in Fig. 6.7 already ful�lls all the requirements forLL(1) grammars.All the above desribed hanges did not inuene reognized language.Left Reursion Removal.Left reursion removal is mentioned in many books without detailed proofs(see e.g. [AU72, pp. 344{345℄ or [Har78, lemma 4.6.2, pp. 111{112℄). As wewant to show that it preserves the property "being a (weak) kind grammar"requiring to handle the grammars with "-produtions, we need to go intodetails of this topi.Let us modify the ommon leftmost derivation to prefer a seleted non-terminal:De�nition 6.18 (Semileftmost derivation preferring A):A relation x )G slmA y of sentential forms generated by CFG G =(N;�; P; S) is diret semileftmost derivation preferring A, A is a seletednonterminal of G, if and only if x = �B, y = ��Æ (i.e. �B )G slmA �Æ)where either (B = A) ^ (A is not in �) ^ (A! � 2 P )



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 48s-�� ��:= - ss- E - ss- #20 - ss-�� ��( - ss- E - ss-�� ��) - ss- #30 - s
md
m-id s-�� ��begin - ss- mds - ss-�� ��end - ss- #1 - ss-�� ��id - ss- m-id - ss- #2&3- ss-�� ��read - ss-�� ��id - ss- #4 - ss-�� ��write - ss- E - ss- #5 - ss-�� ��str - ss- #6 - ss-�� ��while - ss- ond - ss-�� ��do - ss- md - ss- #7 - sFigure 6.6: Prodution tree utting through { partially ut through tree withseparated forkor (B 6= A) ^ (� 2 ��) ^ (A is not in �B) ^ (B ! � 2 P ):Informally: the leftmost ourene of A is rewritten, if any; otherwise theleftmost nonterminal is rewriten1.A positive losure ()+G slmA) is alled nontrivial semileftmost deriva-tion preferring A and reexive and transitive losure ()�G slmA) semileftmostderivation preferring A.The de�nition of semileftmost derivation is a bit more general than weneed { in our ase the preferred nonterminal ours in any derivation step atmost one.De�nition 6.19 (Diret left reursion removal from A):Transformation of a ontext-free grammarG1 = (N1;�; P1; S) to a ontext-free grammar G2 = (N2;�; P2; S) suh that N2 = N1 [ fA0g, A0 62 N1,A 2 DLRPG1 , P1(A) = fA! �1; : : : ; A! �n; A! A�1; : : : ; A! A�mg bea set of allA-produtions (8i : �i 6)�G1 ") ofG1 where no �i starts with A. Letfurther Q = fA! �1A0; : : : ; A! �nA0; A0 ! �1A0; : : : ; A0 ! �mA0; A0 ! "gand P2 = (P1nP1(A)) [Q.1It follows from the properties of derivations over ontext-free grammars that C )�G2 wi� C )�G2 slmA w.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 49s- E - ss- #50 - ss-�� ��str - ss- #60 - ss-�� ��:= - ss- E - ss- #20 - ss-�� ��( - ss- E - ss-�� ��) - ss- #30 - s
m-wrm-id
md

s-�� ��begin - ss- mds - ss-�� ��end - ss- #1 - ss-�� ��id - ss- m-id - ss- #2&3- ss-�� ��read - ss-�� ��id - ss- #4 - ss-�� ��write - ss- m-wr- ss- #5&6- ss-�� ��while - ss- ond - ss-�� ��do - ss- md - ss- #7 - sFigure 6.7: Prodution tree utting through { a forest with forks only in theroots of separate treesDe�nition 6.20Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. We all the derivationA)G1;lm A�jm )�G1;lm �i�j1 : : : �jmA-derivation, and the derivationA)G2;lm �iA0 )G2;slmA0 ��i1A0 )�G2;slmA0 �i�j1 : : : �jmA'-derivation.Lemma 6.21 Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. Then to everyA-derivation in G1 A)G1;lm A�jm )�G1;lm �i�j1 : : : �jmthere is a orresponding A' derivation in G2A)G2;lm �iA0 )G2;slmA0 ��i1A0 )�G2;slmA0 �i�j1 : : : �jmand vie versa.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 50Proof: Obvious. 2Lemma 6.22 Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. Then8B 2 (N1 \ N2); w 2 �� : (B )�G1 w), (B )�G2 w):Proof:1. (B )�G1 w)) (B )�G2 w) using n A-derivations:(a) n = 0:Let for some C 2 (N1 \ N2) and w 2 �� C )�G1 w using only theprodutions from P1\P2. Then C )�G2 w as the same produtionsan be used. Similarly, if C )�G2 w, then also C )�G1 w.(b) n! n+ 1:Let us expet that it holds for any nonterminal D and word w forup to n A-derivations. Now we show that it must hold also forany nonterminal and word with up to n+ 1 A-derivations.Let C )�lm G1 vAÆ; v 2 �� using only produtions from P1 \ P2(hene also C )�G2 vAÆ), let A)G1;lm A�jm )�G1;lm �i�j1 : : : �jm,and let ; Æ; �i; �j1; : : : ; �jm an be rewritten to u; uÆ; u�i; u�j1 ; : : : ;u�jm using at most n A-derivations (they an be also similarly gen-erated in G2 { what is our indution hypothesis). Then A)G2;lm�iA0 )G2;slmA0 ��i1A0 )�G2;slmA0 �i�j1 : : : �jm.It is, 8B 2 (N1 \ N2); w 2 �� : (B )�G1 w)) (B )�G2 w).2. (B )�G1 w)( (B )�G2 w) using n A'-derivations:(a) n = 0:As shown above, if a string an be generated from a nonterminalC 2 N1 \N2 using only produtions from P1 \P2 in G2, the samestring an be also generated in G1.(b) n! n+1: Let us assume that if a string w an be generated froma nonterminal C 2 N1 \ N2 using only produtions from P1 \ P2in G2 and n A'-derivations, it an be generated also in G1. Letus show, that it holds also for strings that an be generated usingn+ 1 A'-derivations.Let C )�lm G2 AÆ using only produtions from P1\P2 (hene alsoC )�lm G1 AÆ), let A)G2;lm �iA0 )�G2;slmA0 �i�j1 : : : �jm, and let; Æ; �i; �j1; : : : ; �jm an be rewritten to u; uÆ; u�i; u�j1 ; : : : ; u�jm



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 51using at most n A'-derivations (they an be also similarly gener-ated in G1), then C )�G2 uu�iu�j1 : : : u�jmuÆ using at most n+ 1A'-derivations implies that C )�G1 uu�iu�j1 : : : u�jmuÆ.It is, 8B 2 (N1 \ N2); w 2 �� : (B )�G2 w)) (B )�G1 w). 2Corollary 6.23 Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. Then L(G1) =L(G2).Proof: S 2 P1 \ P2, hene also (from lemma 6.22) (B )�G1 w), (B )�G1w) for any w 2 �� what means L(G1) = L(G2). 2Corollary 6.24 Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. Then8B 2 N1 \ N2 : FirstkG1(B) = FirstkG2(B):Proof: As any B 2 N1 \ N2 rewrites in both G1 and G2 to the same setof strings, it must hold also for the pre�xes of length k. 2Corollary 6.25 Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. Then8 2 (N1 \ N2 [ �)� : FirstkG1() = FirstkG2():Proof: Obvious. 2Lemma 6.26 Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. Then8B 2 (N1 \ N2)nfAg : (S )�G1;lm uB), (S )�G2;slmA0 uB)for any u 2 �� and  2 (N1 \ N2 [ �)�.Proof: 8B 2 (N1 \N2) n fAg : P1(A) = P2(A). As leftmost derivation inG1 and semileftmost derivation in G2 an be used, in G1 all A-derivations anbe performed and in G2 all A'-derivation an be performed, also A generatesin both grammars the same sentential forms. 2Corollary 6.27 Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. Then8B 2 (N1 \ N2) n fAg : FollowkG1(B) = FollowkG2(B):



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 52Proof: Obvious. 2Lemma 6.28 Let G1 and G2 be the grammars from Def. 6.19. Then8B 2 (N1 \ N2) n fAg : DLRF kG1(B) = DLRF kG2(B):Proof: 8B 2 (N1 \ N2) n fAg : DLRPG2(B) = DLRPG1(B). AordingDef. 5.9DLRF kG(A) = fa1 : : : am 2 FirstkG(� �FollowkG(A)) j A! A� 2 PG^� 6= "g:Aording Corr. 6.27 8B 2 (N1 \ N2) n fAg : FollowkG2(B) = FollowkG1(B).Hene 8B 2 (N1 \ N2) n fAg; 8� : B ! B� 2 PG2 : FirstkG2( �FollowkG2(B)) = FirstkG1( � FollowkG1(B)). It is, 8B 2 (N1 \ N2) n fAg :DLRF kG1(B) = DLRF kG2(B). 2Lemma 6.29 Let G1 and G2 be the grammars from Def. 6.19. Then8B 2 (N1 \ N2) n fAg : NLRF kG1(B) = NLRF kG2(B):Proof: Lemma 6.26 says that 8B 2 (N1 \ N2) n fAg : (S )�G1 uB) ,(S )�G2 uB) for any u 2 �� and  2 (N1 \ N2 [ �)�. It is, every suh anonterminal is for both grammars followed by the same strings.We need to show that it holds also when we restrit ourselves to the aseswhen a nonterminal B is not atually used as left-reursive. If it oursonly within the produtions that are both in G1 and G2, it follows that itsNLRF 's must be the same. 2Lemma 6.30 Let G1 and G2 be the grammars from Def. 6.19. ThenNLRF kG2(A) = NLRF kG2(A0) = FollowkG2(A0) = FollowkG2(A):Proof: A as well as A0 are not left reursive in G2. So it holds fromthe de�nition that DLRPG2(A) = DLRPG2(A0) = ;. Then NLRF kG2(A) =FollowkG2(A) and NLRF kG2(A0) = FollowkG2(A0).It follows that FollowkG2(A) � FollowkG2(A0), A0 ours only at the end ofall A-produtions of G2. A0 ours only at the end on A- and A0 produtions,so it must also hold that FollowkG2(A) � FollowkG2(A0). 2



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 53Lemma 6.31 Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. ThenS )�G1 uA )�G1;lm uA�i1 : : : �ir )�G1;lm u��j1 : : : �js�i1 : : : �irmS )�G2 uA )�G2 u��j1 : : : �js�i1 : : : �irwhere �is 2 f�jA! A� 2 P1g [ f"g.Proof: From lemma 6.21 we know that for every A-derivationS )�G1;lm uA�i1 : : : �ir )�G1;lm uA�j1 : : : �js�i1 : : : �ir )G1;lm)G1;lm u��j1 : : : �js�i1 : : : �irthere is an A'-derivationS )�G2;slmA0 uA )G2;slmA0 u�A0 )�G2;slmA0 u��j1 : : : �js�i1 : : : �irand vie versa { for every derivation in G2S )�G2;slmA0 uA )G2;slmA0 u�A0 )�G2;slmA0 u��j1 : : : �js�i1 : : : �irthere is a derivation in G1S )�G1;lm uA�i1 : : : �ir )�G1;lm uA�j1 : : : �js�i1 : : : �ir )G1;lm)G1;lm u��j1 : : : �js�i1 : : : �ir 2Corollary 6.32 Let G1 and G2 be grammars from Def. 6.19. ThenNLRFG1(A) = NLRFG2(A):Proof: From Lemma 6.31 we know thatS )�G1 uA�i1 : : : �ir () S )�G2 uA:From the de�nition of it follows that from uA annot start with any � suh that A! A� in G1. HeneS )�G1 uA () S )�G2 uA 2



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 54Lemma 6.33 Let G1 and G2 be the grammars from Def. 6.19. ThenFirstkG2(A0 � FollowkG2(A)) = FollowkG1(A):Proof: It follows diretly from the onstrution of A-produtions in G� 2and Corr. 6.32. 2We know that diret left reursion removal fromA preserves First, Follow,NLRF , and DLRF of the nonterminals di�erent from A (and from A0 thatis not in G1). Now we want to know whether the kind onditions are by thegiven operation also preserved.Lemma 6.34 Let G1 and G2 be the grammars from Def. 6.19. Then8B 2 N1 : NLRF kG1(B) \DLRF kG1(B) = ;+8B 2 N2 : NLRF kG2(B) \DLRF kG2(B) = ;:Proof: All C-produtions (C 2 N1nfAg) are both in P1 and P2 and there-fore FollowkG2(C) = FollowkG1(C). We also know (from Lemmas 6.29 and6.28) that NLRF kG1(C) = NLRF kG2(C) and DLRF kG1(C) = DLRF kG2(C). Itmeans together that for suh CNLRF kG1(C) \DLRF kG1(C) = ;+NLRF kG2(C) \DLRF kG2(C) = ;:We also know that DLRPG2(A) = DLRPG2(A0) = ;. HeneNLRF kG2(A) \DLRF kG2(A) = NLRF kG2(A0) \DLRF kG2(A0) = ;: 2The �rst part of k-kind ondition (both strong and weak) is by the leftreursion removal from a single nonterminal preserved. Now we need to hekwhether the seond part of (strong, weak) k-kind ondition is preserved { andtherefore whether the fat that G1 is strong or weak k-kind implies that G2is also strong/weak k-kind.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 55Lemma 6.35 Let G1 and G2 be the grammars from Def. 6.19. Then G1 isk-kind implies that also G2 is k-kind.Proof: Aording Lemma 6.34 if the �rst part of the kind ondition isful�lled for G1, it is ful�lled also for G2. We need to show that also theseond part of kind ondition holds. Aording Def. 5.11 it holds for anytwo produtions being either both from NLRPG1(C) (C ! ��, C ! �suh that � is the longest ommon C-pre�x �) or both from DLRPG1(C)(C ! C��, C ! C� and sharing the longest ommon C-pre�x C�) itholds thatFirstkG1(� � FollowkG1(C)) \ FirstkG1( � FollowkG1(C)) = ;:Let us disuss the individual ases:C 2 N1: The two produtions under disussion exist also in G2. ThenFollowkG1(C) = FollowkG2(C)and the ondition is ful�lled.C = A: From Lemma 6.33 we know thatFirstkG2(A0 � FollowkG2(A0)) = FollowkG1(A):Let both A ! ��1 and A ! ��2 be from NLRPG1 . Then theirounterparts from G2 are A! ��1A0 and A! ��2A0. Then it holdsFirstkG2(�1A0�FollowkG2(A)) = FirstkG2(�1�FirstkG2(A0�FollowkG2(A0))) == FirstkG2(�1 � FollowkG1(A)) = FirstkG1(�1 � FollowkG1(A)):SimilarlyFirstkG2(�2A0 � FollowkG2(A)) = FirstkG1(�2 � FollowkG1(A)):G1 is k-kind, heneFirstkG1(�1 � FollowkG1(A)) \ FirstkG1(�2 � FollowkG1(A)) = ;:Using the last equalities we getFirstkG2(�1A0 � FollowkG2(A)) \ FirstkG2(�2A0 � FollowkG2(A)) = ;:



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 56C = A0: Let both A! A��1 and A! A��2 be from DLRPG1 . Then theirounterparts from G2 are A0 ! ��1A0 and A0 ! ��2A0.Lemma 6.30 shows that FollowkG2(A0) = FollowkG2(A)). HeneFirstkG2(�1A0 � FollowkG2(A0)) = FirstkG2(�1A0 � FollowkG2(A)) == FirstkG1(�1 � FollowkG1(A)):SimilarlyFirstkG2(�2A0 � FollowkG2(A0)) = FirstkG1(�2 � FollowkG1(A)):G1 is k-kind, heneFirstkG1(�1 � FollowkG1(A)) \ FirstkG1(�2 � FollowkG1(A)) = ;:Using the last equalities we getFirstkG2(�1A0 � FollowkG2(A0)) \ FirstkG2(�2A0 � FollowkG2(A0)) = ;: 2Lemma 6.36 Let G1 and G2 be the grammars from Def. 6.19. Then G1 isweak k-kind implies that G2 is also weak k-kind.Proof: Aording Lemma 6.34 if the �rst part of weak k-kind onditionis ful�lled for G1, it is ful�lled also for G2. We need to show that also theseond part of weak k-kind ondition holds. Aording Def. 5.15 if thereare w 2 �� and Æ 2 (N1 [ �)� suh that S )G1;lm wCÆ, and there aretwo produtions being either both from NLRPG1(C) (C ! ��, C ! �suh that � is the longest ommon C-pre�x �) or both from DLRPG1(C)(C ! C��, C ! C� and the longest ommon C-pre�x is C�), thenFirstkG1(� � Æ) \ FirstkG1( � Æ) = ;:We need to show that it holds also in G2. Let us disuss the individual asesexpeting that w 2 �� and Æ 2 (N2[�)� exist and we have two C-produtionsbeing either both from NLRPG2(C) or both from DLRPG2(C):C 2 N1 n fAg: The two produtions exist in both grammars, aording Lem-mma 6.26 the strings that may follow suh nonterminal are the same,hene the weak k-kind ondition must be ful�lled in this ase.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 57C 2 fA;A0g: The two produtions are either A ! ÆÆiA0 and A ! ÆÆjA0 orA0 ! ÆÆiA0 and A0 ! ÆÆjA0 (where Æ is the longest ommon pre�x ofthe produtions). We need to show thatFirstkG2(ÆiA0) \ FirstkG2(ÆjA0) = ;:We know that if G1 is weak k-kind, then for any two produtions (A!ÆÆi, A! ÆÆj) or (A! AÆÆi, A! AÆÆj) in G1 suh thatFirstkG1(Æi�0) \ FirstkG1(Æj�0) = ;for some 0 2 (N1 [ �)�, � = �s1 : : : �st, �sr 2 f�jA! A� 2 P1g [ f"g.Setting  = �0 we see that the seond part of the weak k-kind onditionis ful�lled also in this ase. 2We have shown that diret left reursion removal from a single nonter-minal of a (weak) k-kind grammar preserves the language generated by thegrammar as well as the property of the grammar that it is (weak) k-kind.Now we generalize this property to the removal of diret left reursion fromthe whole grammar.Algorithm 6.37 (Left reursion removal):Input: (weak) k-kind grammarGpr (potentially having diretly left-reursiveprodutions)Output: (weak) k-kind grammar Gnr having no left reursive produtionsand L(Gnr) = L(Gpr).Method:1. Set G0 to Gpr, set i to 0.2. While DLRPGi 6= ; do:(a) Take any A suh that DLRPGi(A) 6= ;.(b) Remove diret left reursion from A in Gi giving Gi+1.() Set i to i + 1.endwhile3. Set Gnr to Gi.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 58Lemma 6.38 Algorithm 6.37 is �nite.Proof: Steps 1 and 3 are performed exatly one. Steps 2a { 2 are per-formed for eah nonterminal at most one (as in every loop the left reursionis removed for given nonterminal). At the beginning there is a �nite numberof left-reursive nonterminals, in every iteration is this number dereased, andthe loop terminates when the number of left-reursive nonterminals reahes0. Hene the algorithm must halt after �nite number of steps. 2Lemma 6.39 For Gpr and for Gnr from Alg. 6.37 hold that L(Gnr) =L(Gpr).Proof: Aording orollary 6.23 it holds that L(Gi+1) = L(Gi) for anyGi and Gi+1 ourring in the Alg. 6.37. As Gpr = G0 and Gnr = Gi for thehighest i, we get L(Gpr) = L(G0) = L(G1) = : : : = L(Gnr). 2Lemma 6.40 For Gpr and for Gnr from Alg. 6.37 hold that if Gpr is weakk-kind then Gnr is also weak k-kind.Proof: As shown above, if Gi is a weak k-kind grammar, then also Gi+1is a weak k-kind grammar. Moreover, G0 = Gpr and Gnr = Gi for highest i.Hene if Gpr is weak k-kind, then also Gnr is weak k-kind. 2Lemma 6.41 For Gpr and for Gnr from Alg. 6.37 hold that if Gpr is (strong)k-kind then Gnr is also (strong) k-kind.Proof: As shown above, if Gi is a (strong) k-kind grammar, then alsoGi+1 is a (strong) k-kind grammar. Moreover, G0 = Gpr and Gnr = Gi forhighest i. Hene if Gpr is (strong) k-kind, then also Gnr is (strong) k-kind.2Now we an for every weak k-kind grammarG reate a Ch(k) grammar (weakk-kind grammar without left reursion) G0 suh that L(G0) = L(G). If G isa strong k-kind grammar, then G0 is also a strong k-kind grammar.Simple Left Fatoring.De�nition 6.42 (Single ommon nonempty pre�x removal):Let G1 = (N1;�; P1; S) and G2 = (N2;�; P2; S) be CFG. We say that G2is a produt of single ommon nonempty pre�x removal fromG1 i�Q = fA!��1; : : : ; A! ��mg is a set of all the A-produtions from G1 having longestommon pre�x � (� 6= "), N2nN1 = fA0g, N2 = N1 [ fA0g, P2 \ P1 = P0,P1 = P0 [Q, P 0 = fA0 ! �ijA! ��i 2 Qg, P2 = P0 [ P 0 [ fA! �A0g.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 59De�nition 6.43Let G1 and G2 be the grammars from Def. 6.42. We all the deriva-tion A )G1 ��i X-derivation and the derivation A )G2 �A0 )G2 ��i Y-derivation.In the following text onerning the simple left fatoring we write thatsome nonterminal is from N1 \ N2 just to emphasize the fat that the non-terminal is in both G1 and G2 although N1 \ N2 = N1.Lemma 6.44 Let G1 = (N1;�; P1; S), G2 = (N2;�; P2; S) are CFG suhthat P1 = NLRPG1 and P2 = NLRPG2 . Let G2 is a produt of singleommon nonempty pre�x removal from G1. Then 8B 2 (N1 \ N2); u 2 �� :(B )�G1 u), (B )�G2 u).Proof:1. (B )�G1 u)) (B )�G2 u) using n X-derivations:(a) n = 0:Let us assume that u 2 �� is derived in G1 from some nontermi-nal (C) using produtions from P1 \ P2 only. As G2 has all theprodutions used in the derivations, it is possible to derive u fromC in G2 too. Similarly, if C )�G2 u, then C )�G1 u as the sameprodutions an be used.(b) n! n+ 1:Now let us assume that D )�G1 AÆ using only the produtionsfrom P1 \ P2. Then (as shown above) also D )�G2 AÆ. AsA ! ��i 2 P1 we have D )�G1 ��Æ. As A ! ��i has beenin G2 replaed by A ! �A0 and A0 ! �i, then in G2: A )G2�A0 )G2 ��i. Let ��Æ )�G1 u using n X-derivations. Then uan be derived in G2 using n Y-derivations. It is, if D )�G1 uusing n+ 1 X-derivations implies that D )�G2 u.Hene D )�G1 u implies D)�G2 u for any D 2 N1 and u 2 ��.2. (B )�G1 u)( (B )�G2 u) using n X-derivations:(a) n = 0:As shown above (in the opposite ase), it holds that if we use onlythe produtions from P1 \ P2, we an derive the same strings.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 60(b) n! n+ 1:As A0 ours only at right-hand-side of a single prodution of thewhole grammar G2, any appliation of any prodution A0 ! �jmust be preeded by an appliation of the prodution A ! �A0what makes together an Y-derivation. So we an indue in thenumber of Y-derivations.Now let us expet that D )�G2 AÆ using only the produtionsfrom P1 \ P2. Then also D )�G1 AÆ.Let A! �A0 and A0 ! �i are used in G2 (A)G2 �A0 )G2 ��i),hene D)�G2 ��iÆ. Then in G1 an be applied A! ��i (A)G1��i), hene also D)�G1 ��iÆ.Let ��Æ )� u an be derived using n Y-derivations. Then it anbe derived in G1 using n X-derivations. It is, if D )�G2 u usingn+ 1 Y-derivations implies that D)�G1 u.Hene D )�G2 u implies D)�G1 u for any D 2 N1 \ N2 and u 2 ��. 2Corollary 6.45 Let G1; G2 are CFG. Let G2 is a produt of single ommonnonempty pre�x removal from G1. Then L(G2) = L(G1).Proof: From lemma 6.44 (A )�G1 u), (A )�G2 u) for any A 2 N1 \ N2.As S 2 N1 \ N2, it must hold that L(G2) = L(G1). 2Lemma 6.46 Let G1 = (N1;�; P1; S) and G2 = (N2;�; P2; S) be CFG suhthat G2 is a produt of single ommon nonempty pre�x removal from G1.Then for any A 2 N1 \ N2 holds that FirstkG1(A) = FirstkG2(A).Proof: FirstkG(A) is de�ned as pre�x of length k (if possible) of any usuh that A )� u. From lemma 6.44 (A)�G1 u), (A)�G2 u). Both thesefats together imply that FirstkG1(A) = FirstkG2(A) for any A 2 N1 \N2. 2Corollary 6.47 Let G1 = (N1;�; P1; S) and G2 = (N2;�; P2; S) be CFGsuh that G2 is a produt of single ommon nonempty pre�x removal fromG1. Then for any � 2 ((N1 \N2)[�)� holds that FirstkG1(�) = FirstkG2(�).Proof: � is a string of terminal and nonterminal symbols. Terminalsymbols do not hange and nonterminal symbols generate in both grammarsthe same strings { hene also pre�xes of the terminal strings generated fromthe symbol string must be the same. 2



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 61Lemma 6.48 Let G1 = (N1;�; P1; S) and G2 = (N2;�; P2; S) be CFG suhthat G2 is a produt of single ommon nonempty pre�x removal from G1.Then for any � 2 ((N1 \ N2) [ �)� holds that FollowkG1(�) = FollowkG2(�).Proof: Let S )�G1 ��. Then also S )�G2 �� as any sentential formderivable in G1 is also derivable in G2. As  2 (N1) [ �)�, FollowkG1(�) �FollowkG2(�).Let S )�G2 ��. Then S )�G1 ��Æ suh that  )�G2 Æ (by properappliation of produtions A0 ! �i).Aording lemma 6.44 it holds that for eny v Æ )� v in both G1 and G2or in none of them. Hene FollowkG2(�) � FollowkG1(�).Having both A � B and B � A we get A = B (or FollowkG1(�) =FollowkG2(�)). 2Lemma 6.49 For single ommon nonempty pre�x removal it holds that ifG1 is its input grammar and G2 is its output grammar, G1 2 Ch(k)) G2 2Ch(k).Proof: Let G1 = (N1;�; P1; S) and G2 = (N2;�; P2; S) suh that P1 =NLRPG1 and P2 = NLRPG2 . Let us show that the resulting grammar(G2) also ful�lls the ondition stated in Def. 2.47 (for a terminal string w, anonterminal A, and strings , �, Æ1, and Æ2 in (N [ �)� suh that A ! �Æ1and A! �Æ2 have the longest ommon pre�x �, the ondition S )�lm wAimplies that FirstkG2(Æ1) \ FirstkG2(Æ2) = ;).Let us disuss the individual ases:B ! �Æ1; B ! �Æ2 2 P1 \ P2 (both produtions are not a�eted by the gram-mar transformation): The ondition is ful�lled trivially sine (aord-ing Lemma 6.46) FirstkG1(�) = FirstkG2(�) is for any � 2 (N1 [�)� (asN1 = N1 \ N2).A! �Æ1 2 P1 \ P2; A! �Æ2 2 P2nP1 (only one prodution is hanged): Inthis ase some ommon pre�x � longer than � (having � as pre�x) hasbeen removed. Let � = �� 0 and A0 2 N2nN1. Then Æ2 = � 0A0. AsA0 )G2 �i, and FirstkG1(Æ1) \ FirstkG1(� 0�i) = ; for any i, it musthold that FirstkG2(Æ1) \ FirstkG2(� 0A0) = ;what is the requirement on Ch(k) grammars.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 62A! �Æ1; A! �Æ2 2 P2nP1 : As both the produtions are from P2nP1, thereare in P1 orresponding produtions B ! ��Æ1 and B ! ��Æ2. As G1is Ch(k), we have FirstkG1(Æ1) \ FirstkG1(Æ2) = ;:As Æ1; Æ2;  2 ((N1 \ N2) [ �)�, then (aording Lemma 6.44)FirstkG2(Æ1) \ FirstkG2(Æ2) = ;;the Ch(k) ondition is then for the two produtions ful�lled. 2Lemma 6.50 For single ommon nonempty pre�x removal holds that if G1is its input grammar and G2 is its output grammar, G1 is k-kind implies thatG2 is also k-kind.Proof: Let G1 = (N1;�; P1; S) and G2 = (N2;�; P2; S). Let B ! Æi andB ! Æj are two produtions from P2. Then one of the following situationsmust our:1. both produtions are from P1 \ P2;2. B = A and the newly de�ned nonterminal ours in Æi or in Æj.3. B = A and the newly de�ned nonterminal ours in both Æi and Æj.Let us solve the individual ases:Both produtions are from P1 \ P2: If both produtions are from P1 \P2, the kind ondition is ful�lled for them also in G2 trivially.One prodution hanged, one unhanged: Let the unhanged produ-tion be A ! �� and the hanged one A ! �A0 where A0 is thenewly de�ned nonterminal. Let A0 ! Æ1, . . . , A0 ! Æs be all theA0-produtions.Then there are in G1 orresponding produtions A ! ��, A ! �Æ1,. . . , A! �Æs. These produtions ful�ll the Ch(k) ondition. It musttherefore hold thatFirstkG1(� � FollowkG1(A))\ FirstkG1(Æi � FollowkG1(A)) = ;; i = 1::s:It holds that FollowkG2(B) = FollowkG2(A) = FollowkG1(A). HeneFirstkG2(� � FollowkG1(A)) \ FirstkG2(A0 � FollowkG1(A)) = ;:



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 63Both produtions hanged: Both produtions an be hanged only in thease when a ommon pre�x is removed form both produtions. Then Bmust be a new nonterminal. If B is a newly de�ned nonterminal, theremust be in N2 a nonterminal (let us denote it A) suh that A ! �Band there must be in P1 produtions A! ��i and A! ��j suh that�i = Æi and �j = Æj.As G1 is a k-kind grammar, it must hold that A�Æi and A�Æj havea longest ommon pre�x (let it be �Æij; then Æi = ÆijÆ0i and Æj = ÆijÆ0j)and it must hold thatFirstkG1(Æ0i � FollowkG1(A)) \ FirstkG1(Æ0j � FollowkG1(A)) = ;:But then alsoFirstkG2(Æ0i � FollowkG2(A)) \ FirstkG2(Æ0j � FollowkG2(A)) = ;: 2Algorithm 6.51 (Simple Left Fatoring):Input: (weak) k-kind grammar without left reursion GCh (Ch(k) grammar)Output: (S)LL(k) grammar GLL suh that L(GCh) = L(GLL).Method:1. Set G0 to GCh, set i to 0.2. While there is a group of A-produtions (for some A) with longestommon pre�x do:(a) If there are more suh groups, take the group where the om-mon pre�x is longest.(b) Apply on this group single ommon pre�x removal from Gigiving Gi+1.() Set i to i + 1.endwhile3. Set GLL to Gi.Lemma 6.52 Algorithm 6.51 is �nite.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 64Proof: Steps 1 and 3 are performed exatly one. Steps 2a { 2 areperformed for eah group of produtions sharing ommon nonempty pre�xat most one (as it is always taken group with longest ommon pre�x, theprodutions from this group are fully separated). The number of suh groupsis limited by the number of produtions in the original grammar { as anygroup bound either two produtions or groups of produtions and every pro-dution or group of produtions an have only one longest ommon pre�xbounding it to another prodution or group of produtions. It is, the numberof groups of produtions having nonempty ommon pre�x is at the beginning�nite positive number and in every loop of the yle it is dereased by 1. Theloop ends when this number reahes 0. Hene the loop must end and thealgorithm must halt after �nite number of steps. 2Lemma 6.53 For GCh and from GLL from Alg. 6.51 it holds that L(GCh) =L(GLL).Proof: Aording orollary 6.45 it holds that L(Gi+1) = L(Gi) for any Giand Gi+1 ourring in the Alg. 6.51. As GCh = G0 and GLL = Gi for thehighest i, we get L(GCh) = L(G0) = L(G1) = : : : = L(GLL). 2Lemma 6.54 For GCh and for GLL from Alg. 6.37 it holds that if GChis Ch(k) (i.e. weak k-kind without left reursion) then GLL is LL(k) andtherefore also Ch(k).Proof: As shown above, if Gi is Ch(k) grammar then also Gi+1 is a Ch(k)grammar. Moreover, G0 = GCh and GLL = Gi for highest i. Hene if GCh isCh(k), then also GLL is Ch(k).As GLL ontains no group of produtions having nonempty ommonpre�x, it must be LL(k). As for every two A-produtions A ! � andA ! � from GLL it holds that S )�GLL uAÆ for some u and Æ implies thatFirstkGLL(�Æ) = FirstkGLL(�Æ) what orresponds to the de�nition of LL(k)grammars. 2Lemma 6.55 For GCh and for GLL from Alg. 6.37 it holds that if GChis a (strong) k-kind grammar without left reursion, then GLL is an SLL(k)grammar and therefore also a (strong) k-kind grammar without left reursion.Proof: As shown above, if Gi is a (strong) k-kind grammar then also Gi+1is (strong) k-kind grammar. Moreover, G0 = GCh and GLL = Gi for highesti. Hene if GCh is a (strong) k-kind grammar without left reursion, thenalso GLL is a (strong) k-kind without left reursion.



CHAPTER 6. POWER OF KIND GRAMMARS 65As GLL has no groups of produtions sharing nonempty ommon pre-�x, it must (from k-kind ondition and this fat) hold that for any twoA-produtions A! �, A! � from GLL that FirstkGLL(� �FollowkGLL(A)) =FirstkGLL(� � FollowkGLL(A)) what orresponds to the de�nition of SLL(k)grammars. 26.3 ConlusionsIt has been proven that k-kind grammars generate LL(k) languages.The resulting relations between grammar lasses ould be divided in twogroups: �rst, presented on Fig. 6.8, summarizes inlusions, seond, presentedon Fig. 6.9, shows inomparability of grammar lasses. Inomparability ofgrammar lasses are displayed as a link.k = 1: k � 2:LC(1)��ISLL(1) = LL(1)���Ch(1)6
K(1) = WK(1) LC(k)

JJJJJJJ℄ SLL(k)6LL(k)6Ch(k)6WK(k)
�����K(k)����I

- stands for "is a proper sublass of"Figure 6.8: Inlusion of seleted top-down or semi top-down parsable gram-mar lasses
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CCCCCCCC
�������� Ch(k) ����LC(k) K(k)����WK(k) LL(k)stands for "is inomparable with" for k � 1stands for "is inomparable with" for k > 1Figure 6.9: Inomparability of seleted grammar lasses



Chapter 7Orale Pushdown Automata
7.1 MotivationThe motivations of this hapter are:1. to build a formal model of the onept of lookahead being in fat ratherinformal in the literature on parsing,2. to show that the formalization is fruitful as it re�nes the intuition andenables to study parser e�etiveness problems, and3. to design a formal model as a basi of a study of very general parserimplementations in software engineering and omputational linguistis.Standard model of pushdown automaton (PDA, see Def. 2.34) works withlookahead so that it enodes the lookahead into the states of the PDA (om-pare e.g. the Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 in [SSS90℄). Suh a model is advantageousfor a theoretial analysis of automata features but it does not reet theimplementation of PDA in ompilers { espeially in the ase when reursivedesent parsing is used. It also does not math the intuition that lookaheadanalysis an be understood as a proess of making deision whih move ispossible in a given on�guration. The set of states of suh a standard modelautomaton is too large.We will disuss a more general model (orale pushdown automata) in-spired by orale from [Tur39℄ and a pratial model (lookahead pushdownautomata) that suÆes for the design and implementation of reursive de-sent parsers.If the lookahead analysis is done in a on�guration where di�erent movesare possible for di�erent lookaheads, the analysis an be restrited only tothe shortest lookahead that must be really used to make the orret hoie of67



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 68a transition to be used. In ommon programming languages there are onlya few plaes where a lookahead longer than 1 is neessary. There are manyplaes where the analysis of the lookahead is not neessary at all. In othersituations inspetion of less than k lookahead symbols suÆes. It allows usto keep the size and of the analyzers within reasonable bounds even for longlookaheads and, at the same time, to improve e�etiveness of the parsing.The onept of the lookahead inspetion an be generalized to understandit as an orale in ommon sense, i.e. as a (blak-box) ativity making dei-sions. The orale an be implemented e.g. as a �nite automaton or as a tool ofommuniation with people or with other automata or software omponentsbeing peers in a servie-oriented system. The onept of orale an be thenused as a theoretial bakground for the modeling of some servie-orientedsystems (i.e. systems having servie-oriented arhiteture { SOA; [K�Z04℄).The orale is then one of the servies.Let us give an example showing the appliation of the onept: It anhappen that during the parsing of a natural language the parser is unableto parse given text properly and it ould be useful to let the user ooperatewith the parser (to enter a proper result). If suh ases are rare enough, itould be at present state of art an optimal solution. It ould be moreoverused for improvement (learning) of the parser via remembering the humandeisions in a data store that an be used by the parser. It is also possiblethat parser an (when neessary) in the way known from servie-orientedsystems all speialized appliations solving spei� linguisti issues. Thesesoftware engineering and omputational linguisti issues will be topis offurther study.7.2 Orale Pushdown AutomataTo de�ne orale pushdown automaton we need to go deeper into the de�nitionof usual pushdown automaton. The following de�nitions are derived fromDefs. 2.32, 2.33, and 2.34.De�nition 7.1 (Orale, authorized transition, authorized ompu-tation):Let M = (Q;�;�; Æ) be a PDM. Let  be a on�guration of M. We say,that a transition t of M is authorized and an be performed, i� a prediateO(M; ; t) is ful�lled. We all the prediate orale. An authorized transitionis alled move for short. Similarly, authorized transition relation betweenon�gurations  and 0 is alled move relation, we write  7�! 0 if there is amove between  and 0.



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 69An authorized omputation is an element of the reexive and transitivelosure of the move relation. We denote a valid omputation starting from and leading to 0 by  �7�! 0.For any word x 2 �� we introdue the relation on internal on�gurationsof M, denoted xZ=) and de�ned by:(q; �) xZ=) (q0; �0)() 9y 2 �� : (xy; q; �) �7�! (y; q0; �0):We learly have xZ=) Æ yZ=) = xyZ=).A quintuple M0 = (Q;�;�; Æ; O) is alled orale pushdown mahine(OPDM for short).We say thatM = (Q;�;�; Æ) is a basi pushdown mahine (or basi PDMfor short) of M0.De�nition 7.2 (Reahable (internal) on�guration):Let M be an OPDM. An internal on�guration (q0; �0) of M is reah-able from an internal on�guration (q; �) of M, or equivalently, (q; �) iso-reahable from (q0; �0) if there is some u 2 �� suh that (q; �) uZ=) (q0; �0).Similarly, a on�guration (q0; v; �0) of M is reahable from a on�guration(q; uv; �) of M, or equivalently, (q; uv; �) is o-reahable from (q0; v; �0) if(q; uv; �) �7�! (q0; v; �0).De�nition 7.3 (Orale Pushdown Automaton):An orale pushdown automaton (an OPDA for short) is an orale push-down mahine (Q;�;�; P; O), together with a distinguished initial state q0 2Q, a distinguished initial pushdown symbol Z0 2 � (forming together with aword x 2 � to be reognized an initial on�guration 0 = (q0; x; Z0)), and aset F � Q of aepting states. An orale pushdown automaton is thereforean 8-tuple A = (Q;�;�; Æ; O; q0; Z0; F ). A PDA B = (Q;�;�; Æ; q0; Z0; F ) issaid to be the basi automaton of A.For an OPDA M, an (internal) on�guration of M is reahable if it isreahable from the initial (internal) on�guration of M, and is o-reahableif it is o-reahable from an aepting (internal) on�guration of M.A word x 2 �� is reognized by an OPDA A = (Q;�;�; Æ; O; q0; Z0; F ) ifthere are q 2 F and � 2 �� suh that (q0; x; Z0) �7�! (q; "; �).We denote the language aepted by an OPDAA = (Q;�;�; Æ; O; q0; Z0; F )being the set of all words aepted by A by L(A).There is no transition starting with empty pushdown { hene when thepushdown is empty, the omputation terminates. Unless an aepting on-�guration is reahed, the omputation terminates with an error.Language aepted by an orale pushdown automaton is alled oralepushdown automaton language.



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 70Convention 7.4 It is possible to view an OPDA as an ordered pair (A; O)where A is its basi automaton and O is its orale.De�nition 7.5 (Parsing situation):Let M = (Q;�;�; Æ) be a PDM. A parsing situation of M is an orderedpair (q; Z) 2 Q�� where q is the urrent state, and Z is the top-most staksymbol.To support our intuition we an de�ne an orale funtion that returns foreah on�guration (or an internal on�guration or a parsing situation or astate) a set of transitions authorized for given on�guration.De�nition 7.6Let M = (Q;�;�; Æ; O) be an OPDM, M0 = (Q;�;�; Æ) its basi PDM,and  their on�guration. Let us de�ne an orale funtion o implementingthe orale O: o(M0; ) = ft 2 ÆjO(M0; ; t)gWhenever it is lear whih automaton is understood, it is possible to omit the�rst parameter and write just o() (or even O() whenever it is not neessaryexpliitly distinguish between funtional and prediate form of the orale).In pratie it is possible to implement the orale by any omputing meh-anism { e.g. by invoation of an external appliation or even by a ommuni-ation with real world.Note 7.7 In pratie we an use di�erent types of orale funtion. Let usdisuss the di�erenes in the orales aording the information used for theiromputation.1. state + at most k symbols of input;2. state + top-most pushdown symbol + at most k symbols of input;3. state + pushdown + at most k symbols of input;4. whole on�guration (like in the Def. 7.1);5. on�guration + information from previous omputations;6. on�guration + information from previous omputations + externalsoures (users, other appliations).



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 71The �rst four types returns for the same input the same result { they aredeterministi. The last two types use also other information soure { theyan behave aording on�guration non-deterministially.The appliation of the individual types of orales is e.g. in SLL(k)- orkind- parsing, lookahead automata (see below), LL(k)-parsing (for k � 2),unlimited lookahead (useful for C++ parsing; supported by e.g. COCO/R),parsing of onstruts being not ontext-free (like anbnn), and onstrutingomplex parsers for natural language proessing.The orale onept primarily models intuitive approah used by the parserimplementations in ompilers and linguistis. The orale onept allows tooptimize parsers and to extend their appliability.De�nition 7.8 (Deterministi orale pushdown automaton):We say that an OPDA A is deterministi (DOPDA for short), if it itsorale authorizes for eah on�guration at most one transition. Then we anwrite the values returned by the orale funtion as singletons.Convention 7.9 Let M = (Q;�;�; Æ; O) be an OPDM. When the ompu-tation of the orale O depends only on state and part of the pushdown ofMand on a pre�x of unread part of the input, we an write pre�x of the unreadpart of input that is used by the orale for its omputation in brakets (`[',`℄')behind the symbol to be read, and similarly we an write in brakets the usedpre�x of the stak behind the symbol on top of the stak.In order to simplify the desription of the moves near the end of inputstring we assume that the input string is augmented by $k { we use anaugmented grammar (Def. 2.36).Note 7.10 Orale in pratial use need not depend on the basi automatonand its urrent on�guration only. It an depend on the interation with"real world" (for example with users). It need not be deterministi. For thisthesis we will restrit ourselves to the deterministi behavior of the orales.The k-lookahead orale funtion is an orale funtion having the propertythat it depends only on k symbols on input, state, and top of the pushdown.In the ase when the orale uses only a restrited part of the on�guration,it is possible to use as the input of the orale only this restrited part of theon�guration. (Example: SLL(k) parsing { the orale deides using only thestate, top of the stak, and the �rst k symbols from the unread part of theinput.)



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 72De�nition 7.11 (k-lookahead on�guration):Let M = (Q;�;�; Æ; O) be an OPDM. We an de�ne to every on�gura-tion  = (q; w; �) of M a k-lookahead on�gurationCk() = (q;Firstk(w);First1(�)):Example 7.12 Let us have an OPDA whih orale makes its deision usingonly k-lookahead on�gurationCk = (q; a1::ak; Z):A move of the OPDA from given on�guration to the state q0, reading thesymbol a1 and replaing the top-most pushdown symbol by the string � willbe denoted (q; a1[a2:::ak℄; Z) ! (q0; �). The ase when no symbol is read iswritten as follows: (q; [a1:::ak℄; Z)! (q0; �). 2Let us look at how di�erent orales an \work":Trivial: The orale `authorizes' every transition. (Let M = (Q;�;�; Æ; O).Then for any  = (q; x; Z�) be a on�guration of M and 8t = (q; b; Z;q0; �) 2 Æ : O(M; ; t).) It is, every transition of the PDM is anauthorized transition of OPDM. Trivial orale will be denoted Tr.Classi: The orale selets for eah on�guration at most one move based onstate, top of the stak, and exatly the �rst k symbols from the unreadpart of the input. It orresponds to lassi kinds of deterministi pars-ing (e.g. SLL(k), SLR(k)). For any OPDM M and its on�gurations and 0 it holds that Ck() = Ck(0) =) o() = o(0). This orale issometimes denoted as k-lookahead orale.Lazy: The orale uses only smallest part of the on�guration neessary forthe seletion of appliable transitions.Adaptive: The orale an ask other appliations or even users for help whenmeets unpredited situation. It remembers the hint for next our-renes of the problem.De�nition 7.13 (Sibling automata):We say that two orale pushdown automata A = (PA; OA), B = (PB; OB)where PA = PB are siblings. We shall also say that A is a sibling of B and Bis a sibling of A.Lemma 7.14 Let OPDA A = (P; Tr). Then A and P go through the sameon�gurations and reognize the same language.



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 73Proof: In both ases the initial on�gurations are idential: (q0; w; Z0).Tr does not restrit the set of moves used by P . Hene A an in eah on-�guration use the same set of moves as P do. Both automata must thereforego through the same on�gurations and reognize the same language. 2De�nition 7.15 (Orale re�nement):Let us have two sibling OPDA A = (P;O) and A0 = (P;O0). We say thatO is a re�nement of O0 if for every on�guration  of the basi automaton Po() � o0() or, equivalently O(A; ; t) =) O0(A0; ; t). We also say that A isa re�nement of A0.Theorem 7.16 If it is allowed to use orales of arbitrary strength, it ispossible to onstrut OPDA reognizing language that annot be reognizedby any PDA.Proof: An example is an OPDA aepting a non-ontext-free languagefanbnnjn � 1g. It uses a strong orale equipped with its own pushdown.The basi automaton ounts the a's and when it "mathes" the b's, theorale "ount" the b's too and then "enfores" the basi automaton to ountthe same number of 's. 27.3 Lookahead Pushdown AutomataThis work is dediated to kind parsing [�ZK99a, �ZK99b, K�Z03a℄ that is de-terministi. Let us therefore fous on deterministi easily implementableorales using only state, limited pre�x of unread part of input, and top ofstak symbol for its omputations (what makes the orale deterministi) andthat return at most one appliable move (what makes the resulting automa-ton deterministi). We then re�ne orale pushdown automata to lookaheadpushdown automata.De�nition 7.17 (Lookahead Pushdown Automaton):We say that an orale pushdown automaton is an exatly k lookaheadpushdown automaton (!k-LPDA) if its orale is deterministi and selets fora given state, top stak symbol, and the k-symbol pre�x of unread inputat most one move. Similarly, we say that an orale pushdown automatonis an at most k lookahead pushdown automaton (� k-LPDA) if its oraledeterministially selets only one move only aording state and �rst at mostk symbols from the beginning of unread part of the input. We say that anat most k lookahead pushdown automaton is minimal if the orale uses onlythe smallest pre�x of unread part of the input neessary for the seletion ofthe unique move.



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 74Note 7.18 Every !k-LPDA is a �k-LPDA.Convention 7.19 We write LPDA if !k-LPDA, � k-LPDA, or both aremeant.It an be useful to extend the term move for LPDA so that the same movesfor di�erent lookaheads an be distinguished as di�erent moves.The task of transition seletion using lookaheads di�ers from other tasksperformed by Moore mahines [Moo56℄: here it is not neessary to read wholeinput to hek whether it belongs to given language; the issue is to selet thevariant of omputation having hane to �nish the omputation suessfully.It is possible to have di�erent requirements on the optimality of an orale.It is possible to "list" all the possible lookaheads and onvert this list to a tree(see the ase a) in Fig. 7.1). It is possible to minimize the tree so that onlythe shortest lookaheads neessary for proper transition seletion are used {i.e. the orresponding � k-LPDA is minimized (ase b) in Fig. 7.1). It ispossible to renoune from the requirement to use tree-strutured automata(that simpli�es run-time extensibility of the parser) and use DAG-struturedautomata (ase ) in Fig. 7.1). The orale an be optimized for its size whatan lead to minimum-state solutions like the ase d) in Fig. 7.1.The example below demonstrates that we an minimize an automatonrepresenting the orale in several ways: we an minimize number of itsstates, the number of symbols of lookahead that it uses for its omputa-tion, simpliity of its extension, et. Sometimes it an be useful to reognizean inonsisteny (or error) on input sooner, sometimes it an be better toreognize it loser to the inonsistent (erroneous) plae. Hene we annotalways use automata minimization (see Def. 2.23) as known from the litera-ture. The seletion of "optimal" type of an orale for a LPDA depends onthe spei�ation what implementation is optimal.Example 7.20 (Di�erent approahes to lookahead handling):Let us onsider situation when we need to selet between several movesstarting from given state using lookahead. The task an be solved by anayli DFA. Let the moves are:t1 = (q; [adk℄; Z)! (q1; Z),t2 = (q; [ael℄; Z)! (q2; Z),t3 = (q; [bgm℄; Z)! (q3; Z),t4 = (q; [ek℄; Z)! (q1; Z),t5 = (q; [fn℄; Z)! (q4; Z).At least 4 basi solutions shown in Fig. 7.1 an be used:
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) d)Figure 7.1: Di�erent automata for the same lookahead.1. Tree-like automaton heking all possible lookaheads of the length k.It uses lookahead of 3 symbols, has 14 states, and makes up to 6 om-parisons.2. Tree-like automaton heking lookaheads of minimal possible lengths.It uses lookahead of 1 or 2 symbols, has 8 states, and makes up to 5omparisons.3. DAG-like automaton heking lookaheads of minimal possible lengths.It uses lookahead of 1 or 2 symbols, has 7 states, and makes up to 5omparisons.4. Automaton performing only minimal heking. It uses the lookahead of3 symbols, has 7 states, and makes up to 11 omparisons. It is possibleto hek only the 3rd symbol what simpli�es the test (then it makesup to 4 omparisons).



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 76All the mentioned transitions are "-transitions and therefore it is possibleto label the �nal states of the orale automata by the orresponding stateswhere the basi automaton should move instead of labeling them by di�erenttransitions. 2De�nition 7.21 (Lookahead of given transition):For every move t of an �k-LPDA we de�nelookahead(t) = ( a1a2 : : : am for t = (q; a1[a2 : : : am℄; Z)! (q0; �)a1 : : : am for t = (q; [a1 : : : am℄; Z)! (q0; �)where m � k.Lemma 7.22 For eah �k-LPDA A there is a sibling !k-LPDA A0 suh thatA0 is a re�nement of A and L(A0) = L(A).Proof: Extending the lookaheads to the length k using the strings fromS0�i�j �i$j�i we get the required automaton. 2In pratie lookaheads are typially used for elimination of failing ompu-tations or for redution of their number. We will therefore restrit ourselvesonly to this type of LPDA { to natural LPDA.De�nition 7.23 (Natural LPDA):Let A = (P;O) be an LPDA. We say that A is natural i� L(A) = L(P ).In a natural LPDA the orale (lookahead) is usually onstruted so thatA is deterministi.Theorem 7.24 To every natural � k-LPDA A there is a sibling minimal�k-LPDA A0 suh that A is a re�nement of A0 and L(A0) = L(A).Proof is on the page 79.De�nition 7.25 (Aeptable on�guration):Let P = (Q;�;�; Æ; q0; Z0; F ) be a natural (L)PDA. We say that a on�g-uration  = (q; w; Z) is aeptable by P , if 90 = (q0; "; �) where q0 2 F suhthat  j ��� 0. (We an also say that  is aeptable, if it is o-reahable.)It is often not reasonable to expet that the orale an restrit its LPDAto visit only aeptable on�gurations. Hene we de�ne promising on�gura-tions as on�gurations that the orale annot reognize as not o-reahable.



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 77De�nition 7.26 (Promising on�guration):Let M be a natural LPDA. We say that a on�guration  of M is k-promising, if it is not possible to reognize it as not aessible using lookaheadof just k symbols.We say that a on�guration is promising if it is k-promising for somek � 1.PCk(P ) denote the set of all k-promising on�gurations of P .De�nition 7.27All transitions starting in given parsing situation s = (q; Z) are alled(q; Z)-transitions (or s-transitions).De�nition 7.28Clean� is a homomorphism de�ned on (�[fÆ; $g)�, �\fÆ; $g = ; (whereÆ stands for uninitialized input symbol and $ for sentinel) suh thatClean�(a) =df ( a 8a 2 �" 8a 62 �De�nition 7.29 (Possible lookahead strings):Let P = (Q;�;�; Æ; q0; Z0; F ) be a PDA. Let s = (q; Z) be an arbitraryparsing situation of P . The set of all possible lookahead strings of length atmost k of parsing situation s isLASP;�k(s) = na1:::aj 2 S0�i<j�k �i$j�i j (q; Clean(a1:::aj); Z) 2 PCk(P )o[ na1:::aj 2 S0�j�k �j j 9w 2 �� : (q; a1:::ajw;Z) 2 PCk(P )oThe set of all posible lookahead strings of length k of parsing situtation s isLASP;!k(s) = na1:::ak 2 S0�i<k �i$k�i j (q; Clean(a1:::ak); Z) 2 PCk(P )o[ na1:::ak 2 �k j 9w 2 �� : (q; a1:::akw;Z) 2 PCk(P )oIt is easier to imagine di�erent relations on pitures. We therefore showthe lookahead handling on lookahead trees.De�nition 7.30 (Lookahead tree, navigation tree):Tree representation T (see Def. 6.16) of a set of lookahead strings for asituation s is alled lookahead tree for s.If the nodes of a lookahead tree T for s are moreover labeled by sets oftransitions of P that are possible for a given situation s and for the partof lookahead orresponding to the path from root to given node, we all itnavigation tree for s.
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g q1g q2g q3g q1g q4Figure 7.2: Example of a navigation treeDe�nition 7.31 (Depth-minimal orale, depth-minimal lookahead):An orale is said to be depth-minimal, if it uses only the shortest pre�xof unread part of the input string neessary to uniquely selet an admissiblemove. Lookahead of a depth-minimal orale (or navigation tree representingit) is said to be also depth-minimal.To lower the number of tests neessary to selet usable transition weminimize navigation tree in the sense that omparisons performed when thereis only one transition left are eliminated.Algorithm 7.32 (Minimization of a Navigation Tree):Input: Navigation tree T ;Output: Navigation tree T modi�ed to be depth-minimal;Method: BEGINWHILE there is a non-leaf node n labeled with a singleton DODelete the subtree rooted in n exept n itself;END;Lemma 7.33 Algorithm 7.32 halts within �nite number of steps.



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 79Proof: The graph is at the start of the algorithm �nite. In eah iterationof the loop at least one node is deleted. Hene the algorithm must halt within�nite number of steps. 2Lemma 7.34 In every step of the Alg. 7.32 T is a navigation tree for some�xed situation.Proof: At the start of the algorithm T is a navigation tree for somesituation s.The hange of T in every step onsists of deletion of some part (a subtreewithout its root) of T . It follows from the loop ondition that the root ofdeleted "subtree" (let us all that node n) is labeled by a single move m.Then all nodes on all paths from n to all leaves of the subtree are alsolabeled only by m. Removal of these nodes does not inuene the fat thatT is a navigation tree for s. 2It an be moreover noted that if Ti and Tj are two di�erent modi�ationsof T ourring in the run of Alg. 7.32 and if Ti oured sooner than Tj, thenTj is a navigation tree (or lookahead) re�nement of Ti.Lemma 7.35 The navigation tree returned by Alg. 7.32 is pre�x-minimal.Proof: Let us for ontradition expet that it is possible to further optimizethe given navigation tree. Then there must be at least one non-leaf nodelabeled by a singleton. But if suh node exists, Alg. 7.32 enters its WHILE-loop and removes the "subtree" [ontradition℄. 2Algorithm 7.36 (Minimization of Lookaheads):Input: Any natural �k-LPDA AOutput: Depth-minimal natural � k-LPDA A0 suh that A and A0 aresiblings and L(A0) = L(A)Method: On eah parsing situtation of A apply Alg. 7.32.Proof of Th. 7.24: Alg. 7.36 returns for any � k-LPDA A minimized�k-LPDA A0 suh that L(A0) = L(A). 2Theorem 7.37 To every !k-LPDA A there is a DPDA P suh that L(A) =L(P ).Proof of this theorem is on page 82.The following algorithm and the lemmas onerning it seem to be knownbut we fail to �nd any formal desriptions and proofs of it in the literatureand therefore we deided to inlude them here.



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 80Algorithm 7.38 (Constrution of an equivalent DPDA to given !k-LPDA):Input: !k-LPDA A = (QA;�;�; ÆA; q0; Z0; FA).Output: DPDA P = (QP ;�;�; ÆP ; (q0; Æk); Z0; FP ).Method:QP = QA � (� [ fÆ; $g)k fÆ stands for uninitialized symbolgFP = f(q; $k)jq 2 FAgÆRdChr = f((q; a1:::ak); ak+1; Z)! ((q0; a2:::ak+1); �)j(q; a1::ak; Z)! (q0; �) 2 ÆAgÆRdEnd = f((q; a1:::ak); "; Z)! ((q0; a2:::ak$); �)j(q; a1::ak; Z)! (q0; �) 2 ÆAgÆMove = f((q; a1:::ak); "; Z)! ((q0; a1:::ak); �)j(q; a1::ak; Z)! (q0; �) 2 ÆAgÆIniC = f((q0; Æk�ja1:::aj); aj+1; Z0)! ((q0; Æk�j�1a1:::aj+1); Z0)gÆIniE = f((q0; Æk�ja1:::aj); "; Z0)! ((q0; Æk�j�1a1:::aj$); Z0)gÆP = ÆIniC [ ÆIniE [ ÆMove [ ÆRdChr [ ÆRdEndNote that ÆRdChr stands for moves reading a harater from input far enoughfrom the input end, ÆRdEnd stands for moves reading a harater from inputlose to the input end, ÆMove represents "-moves, ÆIniC represents initializationmoves when the input is long enough, and ÆIniE represent initializationmoveswhen the input end is reahed (when the input is shorter than k symbols).De�nition 7.39For QP and QA from Alg. 7.38 let us de�ne a mapping State : QP ! QAas State((q; a1 : : : ak)) = q:Let us moreover de�ne a funtion Input mapping on�gurations of P into�� so that Input((q; a1 : : : ak); w; �) = Clean(a1 : : : ak) � w:Lemma 7.40 Let !k-LPDA A from Th. 7.37 go during the omputationover w through on�gurations 0; : : : ; m. Then the DPDA P goes duringits omputation over w through on�gurations 0�k; : : : ; 0m. It holds thatif 0i = ((q; a1 : : : ak); w; �), then i = (State((q; a1 : : : ak)); Input(0i); �) for0 � i � m. It moreover holds that 0i = ((q0; Æ�ia1 : : : ak+i; uk+i; Z0) for�k � i � 0 and where a1 : : : ak+iuk+i = w.Proof: The omputation of P an be divided into two parts: in the �rstpart the DPDA ollets the information on the lookahead, in the seond itmakes the omputation.



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 81In the initialization phase of its omputation DPDA P goes through theon�gurations orresponding to the initial on�guration of the LPDA A.At the beginning A is in the on�guration 0 = (q0; w; Z0). p starts in theon�guration 0�k = ((q0; Æk); w; Z0). It holds that(State((q0; Æk)); Input(�k); �) = (q0; w; Z0) = 0:In individual steps (moves) of its initialization P performs these movesaording ÆIniC[ÆIniE when moves from ÆIniC are made �rst (if there is at leastone symbol on the input), then the moves from ÆIniE are done (onditionally,only if the input is shorter than k symbols).In every of the initial on�gurations 0�k::0�1 of the DPDA P it is possibleto perform exatly one move. 0i = ((q0; Æ�ia1 : : : ak+i); uk+i; Z0) for somei, �k � i < 0. It further holds that ui = ai+1ui+1. Then there existsonly one move ((q0; Æ�ia1 : : : ak+i); ak+i+1; Z0)! ((q0; Æ�i�1a1 : : : ak+i+1); Z0).This move ends in on�guration 0i+1 = ((q0; Æ�i�1a1 : : : ak+i+1; uk+i+1; Z0).For all these on�gurations it holds that8i : �k � i � i : (State((q; Æ�ia1 : : : ak+i)); Input(0i); �) = (q0; w; Z0) = 0:The main omputation of the DPDA P is made in steps orrespondingto the steps of LPDA A.Let A be in on�guration i = (q; a1 : : : ak+1v; Z�); i � 0 and P is inon�guration 0i = ((q; a1 : : : ak); ak+1v; Z�). Then one of following situations(aording to A) must our:1. reading a symbol, lookahead ontains only symbols from �;2. reading a symbol, lookahead ontains also end of input;3. "-move;4. no move is appliable.Let us disuss individual ases:1. Let it is for A appliable move (q; a1[a2 : : : ak℄; Z) ! (q0; �) leading tothe on�guration i+1 = (q0; a2:::ak+1v; ��). For P it is then applia-ble just one move ((q; a1:::ak); ak+1; Z) ! ((q0; a2:::ak+1); �) going toon�guration 0i+1 = ((q0; a2:::ak+1); v; ��).It holds that i+1 = (State((q0; a2 : : : ak+1)); Input(0i+1); ��).



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 822. Let it is for A appliable move (q; a1[a2 : : : aj$k�j℄; Z) ! (q0; �) goingto on�guration i+1 = (q0; a2:::aj; ��). For P it is then appliablejust one move ((q; a1:::aj$k�j); "; Z) ! ((q0; a2:::aj$k�j+1); �) going toon�guration 0i+1 = ((q0; a2:::aj$k�j+1); "; ��).It holds that i+1 = (State((q0; a2 : : : aj$k�j+1)); Input(0i+1); ��).3. Let it is for A appliable move (q; [a1 : : : ak℄; Z) ! (q0; �) going toon�guration i+1 = (q0; a1:::ak+1v; ��). For P it is then appliable justone move ((q; a1:::ak); "; Z) ! ((q0; a1:::ak); �) going to on�guration0i+1 = ((q0; a1:::ak); ak+1v; ��).It holds that i+1 = (State((q0; a1 : : : ak)); Input(0i+1); ��).4. If there is no move possible for A, it follows from the de�nition of Pthat there is no move possible also for P . The only exeption is theinitial on�guration of A (and therefore also on�gurations of the initialpart of omputation of P ) when P may go through all on�gurationsorresponding to the initial on�guration of A. 2Proof of Th. 7.37: Suitable automaton is, for example, the one reatedby Alg. 7.38. It holds from the Lemma 7.40 that the LPDA and DPDA gothrough orresponding on�gurations and therefore they reognize the samelanguage. 2Theorem 7.41 For every DPDA P there is a LPDA A suh that L(A) =L(P ).Proof: It suÆes to take any LPDA with a lookahead of 1 that for"-transitions performs given move for any lookahead. 27.4 ConlusionsWe introdued two models orresponding to the work of real reursive de-sent parsers more preisely than the pushdown automata do. The �rst,more general, model { orale pushdown automaton { adds to lassial push-down automaton an opportunity to restrit during the omputation the setof appliable moves using other omputations or using outer intervention (byuser).Partitioning the problem into parsing and restrition of usable movesallows us to keep the parser well arranged. It simpli�es development and



CHAPTER 7. ORACLE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 83maintenane of so designed parsers. The opportunity to inuene the om-putation from outside is advantageous for the situations when the reognizedlanguage is not fully spei�ed (for example, it is impossible to make exatgrammar or implement the parser for natural languages, as the language isontinuously hanging).Computational power of orale automata depends on the power of theorale. The use of simple orale (lookahead of k symbols inlusive) doesnot hange reognized lass of ontext-free languages. It only brings themodel to the intuition loser than the existing model does or it an make theomputation more e�etive. The use of strong orale (e.g. having unlimitedlookahead or having its own stak) allows us to reognize languages that arenot ontext-free.The seond model (lookahead pushdown automata) is a speial ase oforale pushdown automata when a �nite automaton is used as an orale. The�nite automaton using lookahead of at most or exatly k symbols determineswhose moves are appliable. We expet that this model will be used forstati and extensible parsing of deterministi languages. In suh ases theautomata implementing the orale always selet exatly one of the moves orterminate the omputation from the reason of improper input.



Chapter 8ParsersSome strutures for kind parsing are already introdued and desribed inChap. 3 together with the priniples of their work. This hapter is dediatedto the lassial desription of kind parsers { i.e. as (lookahead) pushdownautomata.Constrution of prodution trees was already desribed in Chap. 3. Nowthey will be transformed into the `language' of lookahead pushdown au-tomata.An overview of ativities performed during parsing using a produtiontree forest is in Tab. 8.1.8.1 Kind (Pushdown) AutomatonDivided (dotted) produtions are introdued e.g. in [AU72, NL94℄. Therean be de�ned an equivalene on them:De�nition 8.1 (Kind equivalene of dotted produtions):Let the kind equivalene of dotted produtions be for any ontext freegrammar G = (N;�; P; S) as follows:(A! �:� =G B ! :Æ)()df (A = B)^(� = ) ������� A;B 2 N�; �; ; Æ 2 (N [ �)�A! ��;B ! Æ 2 P:If p : A ! �:� is a dotted prodution from G, we denote the equivalenelass ontaining p by [A ! �:�℄=G If it is lear that given equivalene ismentioned, only by [A! �:�℄.We use for parsing of kind grammars a lookahead pushdown automatonalled k-kind automaton. For the lookahead desription we use the notationfrom Conv. 7.9. 84



CHAPTER 8. PARSERS 85transition along an edge la-beled by a terminal hange the state from the one belonging tothe starting point of the edge to the onebelonging to the ending point of the edgeand read given symbol from the input tapetransition along an edge la-beled by a nonterminal hange the state from the one belongingto the starting point of the edge to theone representing the root of the produ-tion tree of the non-reursive produtionsof the nonterminal; state representing endof the original edge is put onto pushdown;input tape is left intattransition along an edge la-beled by a prodution lookaheads into left reursion of the de�nednonterminal and behind it are heked; ifthe atual lookahead mathes left reursion(belong to DLRF) the state is hanged tothe one representing root of the left reur-sive prodution tree, if the urrent inputlookahead mathes the lookahead behindthe nonterminal (NLRF), the proessingof the nonterminal ends and the state ishanged to the one fethed from the push-down; if the atual lookahead does notmath any of both the lookaheads and thestak is empty, the omputation ends andthe input is aepted; otherwise the om-putation also ends but the input is rejetedTable 8.1: Parsing using prodution treesAlgorithm 8.2 generates for given grammarG a kind (pushdown) automa-ton M suh that L(M) = L(G).Algorithm 8.2 (Creation of a k-kind automaton from k-kind gram-mar):Input: k-kind grammar G = (NG;�G; PG; SG)Output: lookahead pushdown automaton M (k-kind automaton)Method:1. Q = f[A! �:�℄=G j A! �:� 2 PGg2. �M = �G



CHAPTER 8. PARSERS 863. � = Q [ fÆg; Æ 62 Q4. q0 = [SG ! :�℄=G ; SG ! � 2 PG5. Z0 = Æ6. F = f[SG ! �:℄=G j SG ! � 2 PGg7. ÆSan = f([A! �:a�℄=G ; a[b2 : : : bk℄; q)! ([A! �a:�℄=G; q; 1)jA! �a� 2 PG ^ ab2 : : : bk 2 FirstkG(a� � FollowkG(A)) ^ q 2 �g8. ÆDesent = f([A! �:B�℄=G; [b1 : : : bk℄; q)! ([B ! :℄=G ; [A! �B:�℄=G; q; 0)jA! �a�;B !  2 PG ^ b1 : : : bk 2 FirstkG(B� � FollowkG(A))^ q 2 �g9. ÆReurse = f([B ! �:℄=G; [a1 : : : ak℄; q)! ([B ! B:�℄=G; q; 0)jB ! �;B ! B� 2 PG ^ a1 : : : ak 2 DLRF kG(B) ^ q 2 �g10. ÆFinish = f([B ! :℄=G ; [a1 : : : ak℄; [A! �B:�℄=G)! ([A! �B:�℄=G; "; 0)jB ! ; A! �B� 2 PG ^ a1 : : : ak 2 NLRF kG(B)g11. Æ = ÆSan [ ÆDesent [ ÆReurse [ ÆFinishAlgorithm 8.2 just translates onstrution and behavior of a prodution-tree-based parser into the world of (lookahead) pushdown automata.8.2 ExtensionIt was stated in Chap. 3 how the struture of a prodution tree forest an beextended. It is always true that existing nodes and edges are preserved. Evenif the generator or analyzer has stored some referene to any edge or node, itannot get in troubles this way. Its state will always be orret and withouthange { even in the ase of an extension of its struture. This feature ispreserved also in the transformations: (lookahead) pushdown automata builtfollowing above stated methods handling prodution trees (based on them)an be arbitrarily (within the priniples) extended without any loss of run-time olleted information. They are only added new states and transitions(respetive items and derivations) that reet the new edges and nodes inthe prodution tree forest.An extension an be done at any phase of omputation. For the ompilerdomain it an be useful to restrit extensions of ompiled language only



CHAPTER 8. PARSERS 87to plaes where there are subroutines, data types, or variables de�ned { andpossibly only to the highest level (i.e. where the global de�nitions may our).If it will be allowed to extend the syntax anywhere (and the tehnologyallows it), there an arise some semanti and pratial problems: the odebeomes hard-to-understand and also somehow ambiguous. It is similar situ-ation to the delaration of variables: even if it is allowed to do it everywhere(e.g. in C/C++) it is not used in pratie. Sometimes it an be more usefulto design a more restritive language just to fore programmers to keep theode well-readable and easy to understand.8.3 RedutionRedution of the automaton is potentially possible everywhere but with au-tion to keep resulting grammar k-kind (keeping the grammar redued anbe done automatially) but it is also needed to hek whether the redutionwould not blok suessful �nishing of the omputation. For proper funtionof the parser { in any of its possible forms { it is neessary to preserve alledges and nodes urrently in use. It is also needed to sustain the `path' fromthese plaes to the leaves of orresponding prodution trees (or their enod-ings). That is, also other produtions ensuring the path all used nonterminaledges of prodution trees (or their enodings) that should be visited in the�nishing of the omputation are bloked this way.This ondition an be weakened if it is allowed to extend and redue theparser onurrently or in the time between the redution and entering theritial point of the omputation (but this is intuitively very risky).For pratial use it will be useful to hek preserving of positions in useand after any set of extensions and redutions at one position of omputa-tion test whether the some path to suessful �nishing of the omputation(reading of the text) exists.For o�-line hanges it is possible to follow the same method { only there isno need to hek for `used' prodution tree edges and nodes in the strutureof the parser.



Chapter 9Grammars for Pratial UseIn pratie the problem is usually not just to state whether the text belongsto the given language, but to parse the text and use the parse for translationor for olletion of some important use. Therefore we introdue grammarsthat �t this purpose.9.1 Semanti AtionsParsers in their theoretial nature return only results `yes' or `no' answeringthe question whether the input belongs to the given language.For pratial use it is better when the output is in the form of syntaxtree or of the form of strings of symbols representing semanti ations thatshould be done (however in proper order).Suh parsers return for an input of the form a1a2 : : : an an output ofthe form �0a1�1a2 : : : an�n where �i are strings of semanti symbols1. Thesesemanti ations may be used as invoation of ativities of the appliation inwhih is the parser built in.Therefore there will also be grammars having { as an addition to theterminal and nonterminal symbols { also semanti symbols mentioned.Example 9.1 (Simple arithmeti expression and semanti ations):If there are also semanti ations used in the de�nition of a grammar ofa simple arithmeti expression, there would be got a tool desribing not onlysyntax but also (in some sense) the semantis of desribed language.For easier reognition of a symbol type the di�erent symbol types will bewritten in di�erent brakets:1Presene of terminals in the output string is important espeially in a situation whenterminal symbols represent some values (e.g. strings, identi�ers, numbers). Sometimestheir values may be used. 88



CHAPTER 9. GRAMMARS FOR PRACTICAL USE 89() terminal[℄ nonterminalfg semanti ationThe resulting grammar with its semanti ations is here:[S℄! [E℄fprintg[E℄! [T ℄[E℄! [E℄(`+0)[T ℄fadditiong[T ℄! [F ℄[T ℄! [T ℄(`�0)[F ℄fmultipliationg[F ℄! (id)ffethg[F ℄! (num)ffethg[F ℄! (`(0)[E℄(`)0)fadditiong feth (pop) two topmost values form the semantipushdown, add them, and push the result bak ontosemanti pushdownfmultipliationg feth (pop) two topmost values form the semantipushdown, multiply them, and push the result bakonto semanti pushdownfprintg feth (pop) the topmost value from semanti push-down and print it outffethg feth a terminal value from lexial analyzer and pushit onto the semanti pushdownTable 9.1: Meaning of semanti ations of a simple arithmeti expressionMeaning of individual semanti ations is desribed in Tab. 9.1. It isexpeted that there is a pushdown for value storing and that the lexialanalyzer is able to give atual values of the terminals num and id { i.e. theirnumerial values, and identi�er strings, respetive values represented by theidenti�ers. 2The idea of easy-to-read languages is very advantageous for the proessingof suh grammars: if it is possible to write semanti ations at arbitrary plaeswithin the produtions (with the exeption of beginning of left-reursive pro-dutions), the LR(k) grammars would be restrited to LL(k) ones beauseproviding of semanti ations should be deided in time and not at the endof the produtions, as LR-grammars allow (see [PQ96℄).



CHAPTER 9. GRAMMARS FOR PRACTICAL USE 909.2 Translational GrammarsA similar role as semanti ations have for the parser is played by the output(terminal) symbols. Parsers with output alphabet are usually alled trans-duers ([AU72, M�CJR99℄).Pure transduers an be used as simple message format onvertors, e.g. assimple front-end gates in software onfederations.9.3 Semanti Translational GrammarsDe�nition 9.2 (Semanti translational grammars):A semanti translational ontext-free grammar (STCFG) is a 6-tupleG = (N;�;�;	; P; S) whereN is a nonempty �nite set of nonterminal symbols,� is a nonempty �nite set of (input) terminal symbols thatan also be alled input alphabet,� is a �nite set of semanti ations,	 is a �nite set of output terminal symbols that an be alsoalled output alphabet,P is a �nite subset of N � (N [ � [ � [ 	)� alled set ofprodutions,S 2 N is a distinguished symbol in N alled starting symbol, andN, �, �, and 	 are pairwise disjunt.If 	 = ; then grammar is alled semanti ontext-free grammar (SCFG).If � = ; then grammar is alled translational ontext-free grammar (TCFG).De�nition 9.3Let G be a STCFG. Context-free grammar G0 is alled a simpli�ationof G if for all symbols ai from � and 	 new nonterminals Ai and new pro-dutions Ai ! " are added and all prodution ontaining ai are substitutedby produtions ontaining at the same position Ai.De�nition 9.4 (Classi�ation of STCFGs):A STCFG G is alled deterministi, LR(k), LL(k), (weak) k-kind if andonly if a simpli�ation of the grammar G is deterministi, LR(k), LL(k),(weak) k-kind respetively.Translational grammars are disussed e.g. in [M�CJR99℄, semanti gram-mars an be found e.g. in [�ZK99a℄.



CHAPTER 9. GRAMMARS FOR PRACTICAL USE 91Both translational and semanti grammars are used to build ompilers(see e.g. [Kr�a82, M�CJR99℄). In the onstrution of LR-based parsers it israther ommon to perform semanti ations when reduing by some produ-tion. This situation an be in this formalism aptured by the addition ofrespetive semanti ations at the ends of produtions. Similarly behavesalso the ompiler from [�Zem94℄.Distinguishing between output symbols and semanti ations may be use-ful: the �rst alphabet an ontain symbols generated into output and theseond one ommands hanging the internal struture (or state) of the ap-pliation (e.g. variable delarations) or the parser itself (e.g. its orale on-�guration).Example 9.5 (In�x to post�x transformation with expression eval-uation):Let us have the following translational grammar with semanti ations al-lowing to translate simple arithmeti expression from in�x to post�x notationand to evaluate the expression.Nonterminals fS;E; T; Fg(Input) terminals fnum;+;�; �; (:)gOutput terminals fnum;+;�; �;=gSemanti ations ffeth, put, push, pop, add, sub, mulg
Produtions 8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

S ! E = pop put numE ! E + T + addE ! E � T � subE ! TT ! T � F � mulT ! FF ! num feth push put numF ! (E)
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>;Starting symbol SThe grammar expets that lexial analyzer stores values of num into a speialqueue. Numeri values are taken from the bu�er by the semanti ation"feth". There are also a semanti stak serving as a semanti store, and aspeial register { aumulator. There is also a writing unit that uses a speialbu�er for numeri values of output terminals num. This bu�er an be �lledusing a semanti ation "put".



CHAPTER 9. GRAMMARS FOR PRACTICAL USE 92Semanti ations overviewName Desriptionfeth fethes a value from lexial analyzer into aumulatorput puts a value from aumulator into writing unitpush pushes a value from aumulator onto semanti stakpop pops a value from semanti stak into aumulatoradd pops two topmost values from semanti stak, adds them,and the result is pushed bak onto semanti staksub pops two topmost values from semanti stak, subtratsthem (the topmost from the seond topmost), and theresult is pushed bak onto semanti stakmul pops two topmost values from semanti stak, multipliesthem, and the result is pushed bak onto semanti stak 29.4 Grammar ExtensionsDe�nition 9.6 (Grammar extension):A 3-tuple E = (N0;�0; P 0) is alled grammar extension of a grammarG = (N;�; P; S) if:1. (N [ N0) \ (� [ �0) = ;, and2. P 0 � (N [ N0)� (N [ N0 [ � [ �0)�.Grammar G0 = G �E is alled extended to G by E if G0 = (N[N0;�[�0; P [P 0; S).De�nition 9.7Grammar extension is alled lass preserving, if the extended grammarG � E belong to the same lass of grammars as the original grammar G.Lemma 9.8 For any grammar G and its grammar extension E holdsL(G) � L(G � E)Proof: For every word from L(G) there exist a derivation in G:S )G �1 )G : : :)G �m )G wLet there were used produtions pi1 : : : pim . As pij 2 PG and PG � PG�Eit must also hold that pij 2 PG�E and therefore also the same derivation isappliable using G � E, i.e. w 2 L(G)) w 2 L(G � E). 2



CHAPTER 9. GRAMMARS FOR PRACTICAL USE 939.4.1 Parse-time extensionsGrammars and parsers an be extended not only o�-line but also during gen-eration/parse time. The parse-time extension an be aused by an externalentity (and let us all it asynhronous), or it an be done as semanti a-tion (and is alled synhronous). Synhronous grammar extensions an bepart of the grammar (i.e. prede�ned; spei�ed by the author of the gram-mar/parser) or an be spei�ed within the just parsed text (spei�ed by thegrammar/parser user { by the author of the parsed text). Asynhronousextensions may be used e.g. for maintenane of some software produts.As shown above, the extensions made o�-line just swith (enrih) thelanguage from L(G) to L(G � E). The on-line (parse-time) extensions anpotentially hange even the grammar lass of the reognized language.De�nition 9.9Semanti grammar is alled extensible semanti grammar if at least someof the semanti ations are grammar extensions. If all semanti ations in anextensible semanti grammar are grammar extensions, the grammar is alledproper extensible grammar.Example 9.10 (Proper extensible kind grammar):Let grammar G has � = fa; b; ; d; eg, N = fS;A;Bg, starting symbol S,produtionsS ! AeBA! aAb j � j d�B ! aBband semanti ations � = f�; �g where � adds the prodution B !  and �adds B ! d.L(G) = fanbneambmjm;n � 0g [ fandbneamdbmjm;n � 0g 2Note 9.11 The language L(G) from the above example is parsable by run-time extensible deterministi top-down parsers (LL or kind ones) but thelanguage itself is a non-LL one.This language an be generated by a SLR(1) grammar GSLR:S ! CeC j DeDC ! aCb j D ! aDb j d



CHAPTER 9. GRAMMARS FOR PRACTICAL USE 94Idea of the proof: For LL(k) grammars it is not possible to hekwhether left and right brakets always math and at the same time hekwhether there are only 's or only d's in just parsed word, if their �rst o-urrene is in "deep enough" brakets.Proof: Let us { for ontradition { expet, that there is some k andLL(k) grammar G0 suh that L(G0) = L(G). Every LL(k) language has anLL(k + 1) grammar in Greibah normal form [AU72, Ex. 5.1.24, page 362℄.Let us therefore expet, that there exist a LL(k) grammar G in Greibahnormal form suh that L(G) = L.Let p = jNG0j. L(G) ontains also words like akp+k+ibkp+k+ieambm (forsome i;m � 0). Let n = kp+ k + i.In parsing of languages spei�ed by LL(k) grammars the produtions tobe applied are unambiguously seleted using the nonterminal to be expandedand using k terminals of lookahead. Hene the �rst at least n�k produtionsare seleted using the lookahead of ak only aording to the nonterminal tobe expanded. The �rst nonterminal is the starting symbol S.As there are too many a's to be read and as there must be the samenumber of b's in a sequene of the input string, it must happen that atleast one nonterminal must be expanded more than one. Aording to"pumping lemma" (see e.g. [AU72℄, pages 192{195) there must be a sequeneof produtions A)� ajmAbjm for some nonterminal A.The nonterminal A an be rewritten to1. ajbl,2. ajdbl, or3. any of ajbl and ajdblfor some j; l � 0. If any of the �rst two points is valid, the grammar an-not over the given language as it annot generate both anbneambm andandbneamdbm. Hene both A)� ajbl and A)� ajdbl hold.At the same time �i )� bieambm or �i )� bieamdbm. Expansions ofA and �i are independent. As �i is derived sooner than  or d is in thelookahead, it annot be inuened by �rst ourrene of  or d.There are only following ases possible:1. �i )� bieambm,2. �i )� bieamdbm, and3. �i )� bieambm or �i )� bieamdbm.



CHAPTER 9. GRAMMARS FOR PRACTICAL USE 95As �i is derived sooner than �rst  or d is visible in the lookahead, points 1and 2 (with properly seleted variant for A) restrit the language too muh,whereas point 3 (with the variant 3 for A) extends the language too muh.All other hoies for A and �i exeed the given language. There is thereforeno LL grammar for the given language L. 2Conjeture 9.12 Language given by a proper extensible grammar or by anextensible semanti grammar an exeed language lass that an ontain alllanguages spei�ed (generated by the grammars) during the parsing proess.9.5 Modi�ationsSome languages used in pratie an exeed the abilities of kind parsing. Itis therefore useful to extend the tehnique of stati kind parsing not only inthe semanti way, but also in the syntati one: we an de�ne solutions forsome onits or even to allow nondeterminism.9.5.1 Extended Kind ParserSome programming languages are lose to the LL languages but they are, infat, not LL languages. There is a well-known example of suh a language {the language Pasal with its `dangling else' problem: there are onstrutions`IF ondition THEN ommand' and `IF ondition THEN ommand ELSE om-mand' leading to grammatially ambiguous onstrutions, like in Ex. 9.13.Example 9.13 (Dangling-else problem in Pasal):Constrution from Fig. 9.1 an be parsed two ways that are shown asFigs. 9.2 and 9.3. 2IF ondition1 THEN IF ondition2 THEN ommand1 ELSE ommand2Figure 9.1: Two pasal IF-ommands with one ELSESolution: Similarly to the solution taken by N. Wirth in the Pasal lan-guage it an be adapted solution of suh onits using attahment of the`else' to the nearest unmathed `if'. This approah was used also in [�Zem94℄.



CHAPTER 9. GRAMMARS FOR PRACTICAL USE 96IF ondition1 THENIF ondition2 THEN ommand1ELSE ommand2Figure 9.2: Two pasal IF-ommands with one ELSE attahed to the outerIFIF ondition1 THENIF ondition2 THEN ommand1 ELSE ommand2Figure 9.3: Two pasal IF-ommands with one ELSE attahed to the loserIF9.5.2 Generalized Kind ParserThe idea of prodution trees is appliable also for general ontext-free gram-mars. The only hange is that more paths in the tree an be followed at atime (and, of ourse, they an be entered using the same lookahead).This kind of parsing an work only with grammars having produtionswithout left reursion and with diret left reursion. (Combinations of hiddenand indiret left reursion are not allowed.) As these onstruts are notneessary to over all ontext-free languages, generalized kind parsers (their�rst implementation is in [Svo02℄) are yet another parsing tehnique for thelass of ontext-free languages.9.6 ConlusionsThe basi method of kind parsing an be extended in many ways: it an beapplied non-deterministially, it an be extended by some additional solutionsof onits, there an be added new features like output generation (hangingthe goal from parsing to transduing), or by extensibility of the parsers.These extension onepts an be applied orthogonally. It shows that kindparsing is a good bakground for further fruitful researh and development.



Chapter 10Kind Parser ConstrutorFor every sublass of deterministi ontext-free grammars it is ommon toreate a program (onstrutor) that is able for any grammar from the givensublass to make a set of soure �les implementing a parser for given gram-mar. This rule is preserved also for the lass of 1-kind grammars that areexpeted to be used most frequently { an example is [�Zem02a℄ that generatesto given grammar desription a set of C-language soure and header �lesimplementing a parser for given language. Its ode itself is, however, easy toread and easy to extend.Semanti ations are also supported: if delared, they are generated intothe parser ode and there are also generated soure and header �les withskeletons of semanti ation implementing funtions.The soure ode generation for longer lookaheads than 1 is not straight-forward: every time the longer lookahead would be used, the orrespond-ing plae in the soure ode would be worse readable { at least there is noprogram onstrution for swithing following more values onurrently (likease/swith ommand for single values). Suh ode generator is an issuefor further work { hek the homepage of [�Zem02a℄ for atually availablefeatures.10.1 Implementation DetailsThe work of kind onstrutor an be divided into two phases:1. Creation of a prodution tree forest for given grammar,2. generation of header and soure �les in C.The �rst phase was already desribed in Chap. 3, the seond (i.e. the enodingof the struture in a programming language) is desribed now.97



CHAPTER 10. KIND PARSER CONSTRUCTOR 9810.1.1 Generation of a nonterminal parsing subroutineThe generation of a kind parser an be divided into separable parts { itis possible (and usual) to generate for eah nonterminal a separate parsingsubroutine (funtion in C language).Struture of the subroutine is a large and omplex seletion (swith inC language) followed by an optional while loop that usually has in its bodyanother omplex seletion. The loop is generated only in the ase when thenonterminal has at least one left-reursive prodution.10.1.2 Language desription �leThe whole desription of a language the parser should be onstruted for isloated in one �le. This �le is divided into parts { setions. Eah of thesetions is dediated to the one spei� part of the language desription. Anoverview is available in Tab. 10.1.Name Mandatory DesriptionLanguage yes Settings of some language and appliation pa-rameters (names of speial terminals, start-ing symbol and the language itself, lookaheaddepth) and setting of some bounds (limitsfor number of terminals, nonterminals, pro-dutions, semanti ations, output terminals,keywords, symbol tree nodes, nodes and edgesof prodution trees, and lookahead nodes).Terminals yes List of names of all terminal symbols (speialones inlusive).Nonterminals yes List of names of all nonterminal symbols(starting symbol inlusive).OutTerms no List of names of all output terminal symbols.Ations no List of names of all semanti ations.Produtions yes List of all produtions.Keywords no De�nition of keyword shapes.Symbols no De�nition of symbol shapes (i.e. of terminalsymbols ontaining only non-alphanumeriharaters { e.g. "+" or ":=").Table 10.1: Overview of seleted setions from a language desription �le



CHAPTER 10. KIND PARSER CONSTRUCTOR 99Example 10.1 (Language desription �le for a language of simplearithmeti expressions):[Language℄Name = DefaultLangTerminals = 20Nonterminals = 10SymbNodes = 10edges = 200produtions = 10views = 200lookahead = 1nodes = 200ations = 6StartingSymbol = SIdName = idNumName = numEofName = eoi[Terminals℄idnumplusstarlparrpareoiminus[Nonterminals℄SETF[Ations℄getidvalgetnumaddsubtratmultiplyprint[Produtions℄S::=[E℄{print}



CHAPTER 10. KIND PARSER CONSTRUCTOR 100E::=[T℄E::=[E℄(plus)[T℄{add}E::=[E℄(minus)[T℄{subtrat}T::=[F℄T::=[T℄(star)[F℄{multiply}F::=(id){getidval}F::=(num){getnum}F::=(lpar)[E℄(rpar)[Symbols℄star = *lpar = (rpar = )plus = +minus = - 2Example 10.2 (Generated parser ode):The following lines were generated for the grammar from Ex. 10.1 by thekind onstrutor [�Zem02a℄. The output was edited to be more legible: Tabharaters were replaed by a proper number of spaes./****************************************************************************//* *//* _parser.: Syntati analyzer (parser) *//* Generated by KindCons v0.10 written by Mihal Zemlika 2001 *//* *//****************************************************************************/#inlude "_parser.h"#inlude "_lexer.h"#inlude "_ations.h"/* forward definition of all nonterminals */ErrCode Nont_S(void);ErrCode Nont_E(void);ErrCode Nont_T(void);ErrCode Nont_F(void);/**************************************************//* Nont_S: parsing subroutine for nonterminal `S' *//**************************************************/ErrCode Nont_S(void) {



CHAPTER 10. KIND PARSER CONSTRUCTOR 101ErrCode e;TermCode Terminal;if ( ( e = Nont_E() ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Ation_print() ) != eOk )return e;return eOk;}/**************************************************//* Nont_E: parsing subroutine for nonterminal `E' *//**************************************************/ErrCode Nont_E(void) {ErrCode e;TermCode Terminal;if ( ( e = Nont_T() ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = LookTerm(&Terminal) ) != eOk )return e;while ( ( Terminal == Term_plus )||( Terminal == Term_minus ) ) {swith ( Terminal ) {ase Term_plus:if ( ( e = MathTerm(Term_plus) ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Nont_T() ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Ation_add() ) != eOk )return e;break;ase Term_minus:if ( ( e = MathTerm(Term_minus) ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Nont_T() ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Ation_subtrat() ) != eOk )return e;break;default:return eSyntax;}if ( ( e = LookTerm(&Terminal) ) != eOk )return e;}return eOk;}



CHAPTER 10. KIND PARSER CONSTRUCTOR 102/**************************************************//* Nont_T: parsing subroutine for nonterminal `T' *//**************************************************/ErrCode Nont_T(void) {ErrCode e;TermCode Terminal;if ( ( e = Nont_F() ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = LookTerm(&Terminal) ) != eOk )return e;while ( Terminal == Term_star ) {if ( ( e = MathTerm(Term_star) ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Nont_F() ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Ation_multiply() ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = LookTerm(&Terminal) ) != eOk )return e;}return eOk;}/**************************************************//* Nont_F: parsing subroutine for nonterminal `F' *//**************************************************/ErrCode Nont_F(void) {ErrCode e;TermCode Terminal;if ( ( e = LookTerm(&Terminal) ) != eOk )return e;swith ( Terminal ) {ase Term_id:if ( ( e = MathTerm(Term_id) ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Ation_getidval() ) != eOk )return e;break;ase Term_num:if ( ( e = MathTerm(Term_num) ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Ation_getnum() ) != eOk )return e;break;ase Term_lpar:



CHAPTER 10. KIND PARSER CONSTRUCTOR 103if ( ( e = MathTerm(Term_lpar) ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = Nont_E() ) != eOk )return e;if ( ( e = MathTerm(Term_rpar) ) != eOk )return e;break;default:return eSyntax;}return eOk;}/***************************//* Parse: parse given file *//***************************/ErrCode Parse(har *InName) {ErrCode e; /* status */if ( ( e = LexOpen(InName) ) != eOk )return e;e = Nont_S(); /* all starting symbol subroutine */LexClose();return e;} 2As mentioned in Ex. 10.2, the generated ode is lose to the hand-writtenones. The generated ode is legible and understandable and allows modi�a-tions by hand. It gives an opportunity to reengineer the original grammar.The parser is designed as reursive desent one.



Chapter 11Kind TransduerOne of important software engineering tasks is an integration of several stand-alone appliations. It is usually done by message passing. The problem isthat the appliations (omponents of the new whole) an be independentlydeveloped and originally not meant for further integration. Therefore theappliations often use di�erent ommuniation languages (message formatsand semantis). Hene there is a need for translation of messages (or messagesets) between di�erent ommuniation languages.This arhiteture (building large systems from standalone appliations)is known as software onfederation [K�Z00, K�Z01, K�Z02℄.The task of translation between di�erent ommuniation languages is insuh systems dediated into separate standalone appliations { into front-endgates. If the ommuniation languages are XML dialets, these front-endgates an be XSLT [W3 99b℄ sripts. If the ommuniation languages arenot XML-based, it is better to use usual transduers.Kind transduer is based on semanti translational kind grammars.Example 11.1 (Transformation of simple arithmeti expressionsfrom in�x to post�x notation with evaluation):Language desription �le:[Language℄Name = DefaultLangTerminals = 20Nonterminals = 10SymbNodes = 10edges = 200produtions = 10 104



CHAPTER 11. KIND TRANSDUCER 105views = 200lookahead = 1nodes = 200ations = 6StartingSymbol = SIdName = idNumName = numEofName = eoiSemInsts = 50StakSize = 50OutTerms = 4[Terminals℄idnumplusstarlparrpareoiminus[Nonterminals℄SETF[OutTerms℄OutPlusOutMinusOutStarOutEqual[Ations℄getidvalgetnumaddsubtratmultiplyprint[Produtions℄S::=[E℄<OutEqual>{print}E::=[T℄E::=[E℄(plus)[T℄{add}<OutPlus>



CHAPTER 11. KIND TRANSDUCER 106E::=[E℄(minus)[T℄{subtrat}<OutMinus>T::=[F℄T::=[T℄(star)[F℄{multiply}<OutStar>F::=(num){getnum}F::=(lpar)[E℄(rpar)[Symbols℄star = *lpar = (rpar = )plus = +minus = -[OutShapes℄OutPlus = +OutMinus = -OutStar = *OutEqual = =[Instrutions℄#getnumfeth r0push r0put r0return#addpop r0add s0,r0return#subtratpop r0sub s0,r0return#multiplypop r0mul s0,r0return#printpop r0put r0returnInput �le: 4*(3+2)-7*(3-2)



CHAPTER 11. KIND TRANSDUCER 107Output �le: 4 3 2 + * 7 3 2 - * - = 13 2Note 11.2 The Ex. 11.1 was proessed by KindTran [�Zem02b℄, i.e. bothlanguage desription and soure �le were used as an input of this appliationand result is exatly taken from the �le produed by this appliation.Note 11.3 Power of appliations based on semanti translational grammarsis dependent on abilities of the appliation's semanti engines. It is even pos-sible to exeed boundary of the original grammar lass (i.e. it is possible withsome powerful semantis to handle more omplex languages than indiatedby simpli�ed ontext-free grammar to the STCFG one.Note 11.4 The implementation of prodution tree nodes may be dependenton the use: For interpretation (transdution and extensible ompiling) it isbetter to use node struture lose to ternary searh trees [BS98℄ whereas forparser onstrution it is better to use strutures similar to the ones from[RM85℄.



Chapter 12Appliations
12.1 Extensible CompilerIdeas of kind parsing were already tested in a run-time extensible ompiler forLL(1) languages { [�Zem94℄. Its language abilities math the lass of extended1-kind parser. Example 1.1 is one of the examples from the installation diskof the ompiler.Although it is not `prodution quality' ompiler (it is just a prototype) ithas shown, that one ompiler for a whole lass of languages an be writtenand that some kind of run-time extensibility of parsers and ompilers maybe implemented { sooner than XML and its dialets have ourred.The ability of kind parsing to generate easy-to-read parsers is shown bykind onstrutor [�Zem02a℄ more disussed in Chap. 10.12.2 Algorithmi Development EnvironmentThere was an attempt to implement a development tool for handling bothalgorithm and data types in their most general form ([�ZBB+98℄). It alsosupported the de�nition and use of domain spei� syntax. To be able todo this, the parser from [�Zem94℄ was used: one for parsing of omplexexpressions with an extensible syntax and one for import of textual form ofalgorithm and data type desriptions.
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Chapter 13Related ResultsThere are several types of related works:� extensible parsers� extensible ompilers� reursive desent parsers� extensible development tools� dynami parsing� semanti prediates13.1 Extensible CompilersMost of extensible ompilers that we have found are based on run-time libraryhooks { i.e. usually the authors try to extend only semantis and let thesyntax intat { like extensions to the language ML (see e.g. [TS97℄).An example of other type of an extensible ompiler is desribed by Bosh[Bos96, Bos97℄. He suggests to deompose ompiler and all its parts to smallunits that an be reused for onstrution of ompiler modi�ations. Thedeomposition of parsers is briey desribed later.MAGICMAGIC is an extensible ompiler that supports interfae extensions. Thereis a speial interfae for dynami linking of extension implementing modules.More information about this projet is available e.g. from [Eng99℄.109



CHAPTER 13. RELATED RESULTS 11013.2 Extensible ParsersNowadays, most widely used run-time extensible parsers are the ones forXML. They are based on �xed markers (tags) that are of three types: open-ing, losing, and empty. Any XML-language is a deterministi ontext-freelanguage [BB00℄.Other tehniques are used e.g. in Lua [IdFF℄: there are speial pointsin the parser where user de�ned funtions (fallbaks) may be inserted inextension queues. Therefore extensions are possible only at prede�ned plaes.Bosh suggests in [Bos96, Bos97℄ to deompose parser into smaller units(grammar modules) that an ooperate in parsing the text as a whole. A mod-ule an delegate parsing to some other module. Modules share input andparse graph struture. Whole parser is a omposition of suh modules.Cardelli, Matthes, and Abadi desribe in [CMA94℄ their extensible parserthat is part of some database environment. It is able to parse LL(1) grammarsand an be extended only o�-line, i.e. the extended parser must be generatedby some tool and then it an be applied { it does not allow language extensionwithin parsed �les.Kolbly in [Kol02℄ suggests to use Earley parsing algorithm that an beused trivially and overs the whole lass of ontext free languages. Thisgenerality is paid by slowing down of the parsing part of the system. Kolblymoreover states that parsing is in the omparison with other parts of theappliation very fast, therefore even signi�ant slowdown of parsing made byusing Earley algorithm instead of usual deterministi algorithms slows downthe whole system only by a few perent.Very deep researh of extensible parsing has been made by Wegbreit[Weg70℄. He allows arbitrary omplex semanti ations and extensions (basedon Turing mahine). Suh parsers are able to parse languages that exeedontext-free languages.Some newly published papers [For02, Gri04, Gri06℄ propose to use pars-ing expression grammars (PEGs) in ombination with pakrat parsing [For02℄.The notation is similar to grammars with regular right hand sides but it isenhaned by some new onstruts that makes PEGs better suited for pree-dene spei�ation, et. The baktraking an be speeded up by memoizingthe partial results { what is the ase of pakrat parsing.13.3 Reursive Desent ParsersReursive desent parsers are known for a very long time. They are usedin (probably) most ompilers (at least of the hand-written ones for impera-



CHAPTER 13. RELATED RESULTS 111tive programming languages) and other appliations. This topi is disussede.g. in [Gri71, Kr�a82, Dr�o85, Ru�97℄.The main result of [Kr�a82℄ and [Dr�o85℄ is that the reursive desent pars-ing an be used for LR grammars.13.4 Extensible Development ToolsAlmost all software development environments are in some sense extensible:it is usually possible to integrate some additional tool and to pass someparameters and data to it and use or at least show its results. Most ofintegrated development environments are able to add invoation of thirdparty tools in their menus or link additional libraries. So it is usually possibleto extend semanti abilities of the ompiled programming language.Also make tools are usually able to all any ommand line tool { eventhe third party ones. So it is possible to divide a ompilation proess intoseparate parts done by separate tools. Examples of extensions done by thisway are domain spei� preproessors.MOZARTMOZART is an example of an extensible development tool. It is based onplug-in libraries that an extend the basi skills of the environment and tools.Its homepage is http://mozart-dev.soureforge.net/.13.5 Dynami ParsingDynami parsing presented by Ru�mann ([Ru�98, Ru�97℄) is based on pro-dution `agging': eah prodution has a ag that indiates whether the pro-dution is urrently available or not. These ags an are set and reset duringthe parsing proess. Ru�mann has also proved ([Ru�98℄) that dyn-LL(1)grammars over arbitrary deterministi ontext-free language and thereforethey have the same generative power as LR(1) grammars.13.6 Semanti PrediatesGanapathi in [Gan89℄ used semanti prediates to selet appliable produ-tions during the parsing proess. Appliation of suh prediates are disussedalso by Parr and Quong in [PQ94℄.



CHAPTER 13. RELATED RESULTS 112We suppose that our model of orale is better usable in pratie. We on-jeture that the onept of orale is more general than the use of "semanti"prediates.13.7 Languages and ompilers supporting user-de�ned operatorsMany programming languages allow users to de�ne their own operators. Thiskind of extensibility is signi�antly simpler than the extensibility presented inthis work allowing to de�ne whole onstruts. The addition of user-de�nedoperator an be based on priniples known from identi�er/keyword reog-nition. Fixed operator priority an be resolved in ompile time, dynamioperator priority needs additional simple run-time support.13.8 Parser GeneratorsThere are many parser generators. The probably best-known lexer/parsergenerators are ya [Joh77℄ and bison [bison℄. They are based on table-drivenLALR(1) parsing method. They allow reation of more general parsers thankind onstrutor does but the resulting generators annot be so easily tunedby hand. Newer versions of bison supports also generalized LR parsing.As the representatnts of other parser generators let us remind ANTLR[PQ95℄ based on syntatio prediates [PQ94℄ and COCO [RM85℄ supportingprodutions with regular right hand side.



Chapter 14ConlusionThe goal of this work was to develop suh a variant of parsing that wouldbe easily extensible1, usable in pratie2, and able to proess also grammarshaving limited left reursion, for example standard grammar of arithmetialexpressions used in programming languages. This aim has been ahieved byintrodution of kind grammars and by the development of the priniples ofkind parsing appliable on kind grammars.Kind grammars have like LL grammars [RS69℄ two variants { strong kindgrammars and weak kind grammars. Every strong kind grammar is a weakkind grammar. The lass of strong kind grammars is a proper superlass ofstrong LL grammars. The lass of weak kind grammars is moreover a propersuperlass of Ch grammars [NSS79℄ (and therefore also of LL grammars). Ithas been shown that the lass of kind grammars is inomparable with thelasses of LC grammars [RL70℄ and SLR grammars [DeR71℄.One of the possible implementations of kind parsing is derived from looka-head pushdown automata. This type of automata allows easy extension. It{ in ombination with lookahead minimization { keeps the parser size ofreal-life (programming) languages reasonably small.Kind parsers built on lookahead pushdown automata have the strutureof reursive desent parsers. Parsers designed this way are very lose tohand-written parsers. Kind parsers built as lookahead automata share withhand-written reursive desent parsers also suh features like good under-1A parser is easily extensible if its extensions enfore only loal hanges of the parser'sstruture and if it is possible to ontinue immediately after the parser extension withoutany neessity to restart the parsing.2A parser is usable in pratie if it is fast enough, ompat (small), easily modi�able,and if it properly supports semanti analysis or other parts of appliations using the parser(support of semanti ations loated quite arbitrarily within the produtions, the supportof left reursion, support of groups of produtions having the same nonterminal on theleft-hand side and having ommon pre�x on the right-hand side of the produtions).113



CHAPTER 14. CONCLUSION 114standability and opportunity to modify the ode by hand. The ability ofbeing simply modi�ed is very important for later hanges, as well as forpossible tuning of the parser during its development (e.g. addition of errormessages).The usability of kind parsing has been tested by the implementation ofthe development tools (run-time extensible ompiler, kind onstrutor, andkind transduer) and by investigation of their properties.Kind parsing would be appliable in many areas:� In ompiler onstrution { kind parsing enables the development of fastand learly strutured parsers; it allows both reation of syntax tree andinvoation of semanti ations on quite arbitrary plae of a prodution(the only exeption is the beginning of left-reursive produtions whereit is not allowed by any one-pass parser).� In the onstrution of extensible development tools.� In eduation { the onstrution of kind parsers is very simple.� In onversion of existing douments into XML.� In the implementation of front-end gates in servie-oriented systems.� Kind grammars spei�ed languages an be used as a ompanion of XMLdialets.
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